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Abstract 

The performance of dynamic prosthetic foot devices is influenced by both the functional design and alignment of the 

device in the prosthetic system.  Although this is recognized, studies of the interaction of these factors are limited.  

One measure of performance in unilateral transtibial amputee gait is the progression of the centre of pressure (COP) 

throughout stance.  Recently, Klenow et al., developed a method of quantitatively identifying the “dead spot” 

phenomenon (DSP), described as an interruption of the forward progression of prosthetic foot COP during stance in 

amputee gait, as measured by COP progression velocity.  The aim of this study was to isolate the effects of sagittal 

alignment changes on three DSP measures in the rearfoot and forefoot.  These were:  1) DSP Time – the duration of 

the interruption in forward progression, 2) DSP Magnitude – the minimum forward velocity during the interruption 

and 3) DSP Progression – the displacement of the COP during the interruption. 

A study was designed in which a cohort of patients representing a range of prosthesis users were assessed in a 

clinical setting at the time of alignment of their prosthetic system.  A custom portable gait analysis system was 

fabricated and commissioned to analyse over-ground walking trials of eight unilateral transtibial amputees fitted 

with prescribed prosthetic devices.  Rearfoot and forefoot DSP of the intact and affected limbs were analysed during 

pre-alignment and post-alignment conditions using the three DSP measures.  

DSP Progression was determined to be a clinically appropriate measure, capturing the effect of clinical alignment in 

the sagittal plane with the presence of observed DSP.  Observed effects of alignment corresponded with clinical 

goals in forward progression and limb symmetry.  Based on the analysis of aligned systems completed by the 

partnered prosthetist, recommendations of clinically significant values were determined to be 4mm of rearfoot DSP 

Progression and 3.5mm of asymmetry in rearfoot DSP Progression.  Forefoot DSP Progression was observed to 

increase on average of 4mm in the intact limb.  The recommended DSP values can be used as a clinician tool to 

confirm alignment changes and to help develop prosthetic foot prescription guidelines related to DSP.   
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

 

1.1 Lower-Limb Amputation 

With the incidence of lower-limb amputation on the rise, it is predicted that by the year 2050, 

approximately 1.2 million people will be living with a major lower-limb amputation in the United 

States, almost double the occurrence in 20051.   Of these incidences, 81% are attributed to 

dysvascular disease, as it compromises lower-limb health, most commonly being secondary to 

diabetes-melitis1,2.  On a global scale, diabetes remains to be the primary cause of lower-limb 

amputation, with other predominant etiologies including trauma, infection, congenital 

abnormalities, and osteosarcoma1–3.   

There are two major classifications of lower-limb amputations, being transtibial, commonly 

known as a below-knee amputation, and transfemoral, referred to as an above-knee amputation.  

The amputated limb is referred to as the affected limb, with the remaining portion of the affected 

limb termed the residual limb, or residuum.  An individual with lower-limb amputation can be 

affected on one side, or both sides, referred to as unilateral or bilateral amputees, respectively.  

With a unilateral amputation, the intact limb is termed the unaffected limb, or sound limb.  A 

review of anatomical terminology is detailed in Appendix A. 
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1.2 Components of a Transtibial Prosthesis 

Prosthetic devices allow individuals with lower-limb amputation to restore functional gait.  A 

typical endoskeletal transtibial prosthesis consists of a socket, pylon, prosthetic foot system, and 

connection hardware (Figure 1).  The socket proximally interfaces with the residual limb, and in 

combination with a liner and other mechanisms, ensure suspension of the prosthesis and load 

transfer.  The pylon acts as the shank of the limb and compensates for loss of limb height.  The 

most distal component of the prosthetic alignment, the prosthetic foot system, is comprised of the 

structural element, termed the keel, and a cosmetic cover.  Prosthetic keels can be classified as 

either active or passive.  Active keels add energy to the system, while passive keels do not.   

Various hardware connects prosthetic componentry, including a pyramid adaptor and tube clamp.  

The pyramid adaptor is attached proximally at the socket-pylon interface and distally at the 

pylon-foot interface.  The tube clamp connects the pyramid adaptor to the pylon, and in 

 

Figure 1. Typical Endoskeletal Transtibial Prosthesis 

Typical left-limb transtibial prosthesis and componentry, modified from Esau4: [A] Proximal connection 

hardware including pyramid adapter (top) and tube clamp (bottom), [B] Keel, [C] Foot shell, and [D] 

Socket.  The keel and foot shell as a combined unit are termed a prosthetic foot system. 
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combination, these two components control the alignment of the prosthetic system with respect to 

the three anatomical planes.   

1.3 Prosthetic Interventions for Transtibial Amputees 

Prosthetic intervention for a transtibial amputee is a life-long process from the time the individual 

receives their first definitive prosthesis.  The process of receiving a transtibial prosthetic device 

involves a sequential procedure to ensure the best fit and selection of the device for the user.  A 

certified clinical prosthetist is an allied health professional responsible for the device selection, 

fitting and maintenance of prosthetic devices.  For a first-time prosthesis user, receiving a 

prosthetic device involves the work of a multidisciplinary team, often including a physiatrist, 

physiotherapist and occupational therapist, in addition to a prosthetist. 

Prosthetic Socket Casting 

Obtaining a proper cast and measurements of the residual limb is a critical step in prosthetic 

socket fabrication to ensure a comfortable and proper fit of the prosthetic device.  After adequate 

healing post-amputation surgery, a cast of the residual limb is taken to create a negative mold of 

the limb and to identify bony landmarks that can and cannot tolerate pressure.  After the negative 

cast has been set, it is filled with plaster to create a positive cast of the limb.  Cast modifications 

are completed to ensure uniform compression of tissue while providing relief to pressure sensitive 

areas and increased contact pressures in weight bearing areas5.    

Definitive Prosthetic Socket and Suspension  

Check Socket. The prosthetic socket fabricated for a transtibial amputee receiving either their 

first device, or a new device is termed a check socket5.  A check socket is fabricated from a 

thermoplastic, which is molded to the modified cast of the residual limb under applied vacuum5.  

This socket is temporary and only used to confirm the fit of the socket before fabricating a 
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definitive socket.  The check socket is attached to the prosthetic device and worn by the amputee 

during static weight bearing and initial gait training to identify areas of the socket-residuum 

interface that are intolerable and require reduced pressure to be applied to the residual limb.  The 

check socket is adjusted in response to these findings.  This process can take up to six weeks for a 

first time prosthetic device wearer, as the residual limb changes and stabilizes with increased 

weight bearing. 

Definitive Socket.  After a final check socket has been established, the prosthesis user requires a 

definitive socket that is much stronger for long-term use.  This definitive socket is fabricated 

based on the check socket using layers of carbon fiber weave and resin through lamination5.  

Design of the definitive socket varies based on the selected suspension method of the device. 

Suspension Guidelines.  The donning of a prosthetic limb involves the use of a suspension 

system, which secures the residual limb to the socket of the device.  Proper fit of this interface 

ensures safety, optimal function of the prosthesis, comfort in the fit of the device, and most 

importantly, ensures the health of residual limb tissue and interfacing skin6.  Various suspension 

methods are available, with clinical selection of suspension methods based on factors such as: 

amputation level, residual limb length, joint ligament stability, activity level, limb volume, 

dexterity and cosmetic requirements6.  Examples include: suspension sleeves, pin-lock sleeve 

suspension, suction, elevated vacuum, supracondylar suspension cuff, and waist belts.  

Suspension type and overall socket comfort are important, as the comfort and fit of the device 

influence the functional ability of the prosthetic user.    

1.4 Biomechanical Analysis of Human Gait 

Human gait is the repeated performance of the lower limbs, simultaneously progressing the body 

while maintaining a stable bipedal posture7.  A gait cycle (Figure 2) is defined as the period 
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between two occurrences of the same key gait event, generally being consecutive heel strikes of 

the same limb.  The limb defining the gait cycle is termed the ipsilateral limb, and the opposite 

limb termed the contralateral limb.  Each gait cycle involves two main phases being stance and 

swing.  The stance phase is also known as the support phase, where the foot is in contact with the 

ground and weight bearing occurs7,8.  During the subsequent swing phase, the foot advances 

forward without weight bearing, above the ground7,8.  In normal gait, the stance and swing phase 

make up 60% and 40% of the gait cycle, respectively.  The stance phase can be further divided 

into four phases: initial contact, loading response, midstance, and terminal stance7,8.     

 

Figure 2.  Gait Cycle  

The human gait cycle and key gait phase events as adapted from Simoneau9.  Stance phase and swing 

phase are highlighted for the ipsilateral and contralateral limb, along with double-limb and single-limb 

support.  The ipsilateral limb is depicted as the right limb, with gait phases identified in dark blue, and 

the contralateral limb as the left limb in light blue.  Key gait events subdividing the stance phase are 

identified.   

 

Phases of Stance 

Initial Contact.  Initial contact is the first period of stance phase, in which the ipsilateral limb 

undergoes a loading response.  This phase is commonly known as heel strike, defined by this 

initial event.  The knee is straight upon approaching initial contact, and begins flexing at the 

beginning of this phase.  The ankle is neutral in the sagittal plane at the moment of initial contact 

with an approximate angle of 25 degrees between the foot and the ground surface7,8.  During heel 
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strike, the elastic tissues of the heel and footwear materials absorb energy, where the majority of 

this energy cannot be recovered later on in stance7,8.   

Loading Response.  The loading response involves double support, where both limbs are in 

contact with the ground.  It occurs from the incidence of initial contact of the ipsilateral limb and 

toe off of the contralateral limb.  During this phase the hips continue to extend as the knee 

undergoes controlled flexion during loading7,8.  The main occurrence in loading response is 

plantar flexion (increase of the angle between the foot and the shank) of the ankle as the foot 

begins to achieve gradual foot flat as loading increases rapidly7,8.  This is also known as the 

‘initial rocker’, where plantar flexion of the ankle occurs in conjunction with internal rotation of 

the tibia and pronation of the foot7,8.  At the end of the loading response phase, during transition 

into midstance, the contralateral limb undergoes ‘toe off’, ending the double limb support phase, 

and initiating single support, as the contralateral limb enters swing phase7,8.   

Midstance.  Midstance is defined as the period between toe off of the contralateral limb and heel 

rise of the ipsilateral limb, as the body and contralateral limb in swing phase advances over the 

ipsilateral limb in stance phase.  During midstance, the hip continues to extend and the knee 

assumes maximum flexion during stance and begins extending with power generation7,8.  As the 

foot remains flat on the ground surface, the shank rotates over the ankle and the ankle angle 

transitions from plantar flexion to dorsiflexion (decrease of the angle between the foot and the 

shank).  During this forward progression and advancement of body weight, foot loading moves 

anteriorly to the forefoot7,8.   

Terminal Stance.  Terminal stance is defined as the period between heel rise and toe off of the 

ipsilateral limb, creating a forward fall to generate propulsive forces.  As the body progresses 

forward, the centre of mass falls outside of the base of support, which generates the propulsive 

force of walking7,8.  During this period, the hip approaches maximal extension, and the knee 
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reaches maximal extension at heel rise7,8.  After the incidence of heel rise, the knee begins to flex 

as the ankle reaches peak dorsiflexion7,8.  Late in terminal stance, the ankle begins to plantar flex 

as loading is in the forefoot and concentric contraction of the plantar flexors until the foot leaves 

the ground at toe-off.  This push-off motion progresses the body forwards into swing phase7,8.    

   

Biomechanical Measures of Gait 

Hafner et al., summarized biomechanical measures of amputee gait in six key areas: stride 

characteristics, temporal characteristics, kinematics, kinetics, muscle activation and metabolic 

energy expenditure10.  Stride characteristics include measures such as walking velocity, cadence, 

and stride length.  Temporal measures refer to phases of gait and changes in the onset of key gait 

events or asymmetries between limbs in analysis of these events, particularly those during stance.  

Gait kinematics analyse joint angles.  Gait kinetics include ground reaction forces, joint forces 

and moments, centre of pressure progression, impulse, acceleration and joint power.  Lastly, 

muscle activation can be quantified with electromyography output and energy expenditure, which 

includes measures of energy cost measured per unit distance or time, and measures of maximum 

heart rate. 

A common measure of gait is the ground reaction force.  It is defined as the total applied force of 

the foot to the ground surface, measured as a three-dimensional vector, with the vertical 

component being the vertical ground reaction force8.  The centre of pressure (COP) is defined as 

the point representing net force due to the contact pressures on the foot during stance phase11.  

This measure can be captured for every time frame throughout stance phase, specifically known 

as centre of pressure progression (Figure 3).  Analysing COP during the stance phase of amputee 

gait provides insight into the balance and progression of gait, as it influences the progression of 

the centre of mass of the body12,13. 
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Figure 3. Typical Centre of Pressure Progression  

COP progression of the left foot, modified from Schmid et al.14.  COP is plotted for each incidence of 

stance as a point along the x and y axes.  COP progression is the centre of pressure measured along the 

y-axis in the anterior-posterior direction. 

 

1.5 Transtibial Amputee Gait 

Able-bodied gait refers to typical gait biomechanics, in contrast to abnormal gait due to 

pathological conditions.  Presence of pathological conditions alter gait patterns and efficiency, 

where loss of function results in compensation mechanisms to maintain forward progression and 

stability7.  For injuries or pathologies of the lower-limb, rehabilitation aims to regain normal gait. 

However, with the introduction of a prosthetic limb, individuals with unilateral lower-limb 

amputations have altered structural systems, and normal gait may no longer be ideal for this 

population.  Therefore, the focus of prosthetic intervention is not to aid in mimicking able-bodied 

gait, but to promote optimala amputee gait15.  

                                                      

a  It is recognized that engineering optimization often involves the formal definition of performance and 

design variables in mathematical terms.  In a product design, it also requires tradeoffs in user-centred 

factors that are less quantifiable.  Similarly, clinical optimization of gait is not wholly based on quantitative 

measures, but rather is a series of adjustments towards targets and goals determined by the clinician and 

patient.  
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With a lack of musculature, specifically plantar flexors in the affected limb, unilateral transtibial 

amputees experience a deficit in power generation.  Plantar flexors of the limb assist in the 

forward rotation of the tibia during stance and account for 80% of the mechanical power 

generated during push-off in terminal stance15.  The gait of transtibial prosthesis users is reported 

to be less efficient, with greater energy expenditure than in able-bodied gait16.  In addition, this 

population has a slower gait with reported self-selected walking velocity approximately 44% 

lower than that measured in able-bodied gait16.   With deficiencies in the affected limb, reliance 

on the sound limb is commonly observed with greater sound limb stance times, ground reaction 

forces, joint moments, and prosthetic step length throughout gait17,18.  Asymmetries in gait expose 

the sound limb to excess loading and increased incidence of secondary disability including 

osteoarthritis in the sound limb, osteoporosis in the residual limb and lower back pain17. 

Clinical Goals of Prosthetic Intervention 

As it is recognized that unilateral transtibial prosthesis users have altered gait patterns, clinical 

goals aim to optimize gait.  Although optimal prosthetic gait may present individual variations, 

general clinical outcomes are desired across all prosthesis users.  Comfort is of the utmost 

importance in the fit of the prosthesis both statically and dynamically during gait5.  With comfort 

and a proper socket fit, confidence throughout gait and control of the prosthesis is more likely.  

Gait symmetry is targeted to preserve the health of both the sound and affected limbs, by ensuring 

proper load transmission between the limbs5.  Symmetry is determined observationally, not only 

in the lower limbs but in the trunk throughout the phases of gait.  Observational cues such as 

symmetrical stride length, weight acceptance, propulsion phase, stance times and swing time 

between limbs are of interest.  Prosthetists are highly trained in analysing phases of stance and 

identifying factors which can be adjusted to optimize stance features and provide more 

comfortable gait.  Overall, visual analysis of stance progression aims for smooth and controlled 

motion from heel strike to toe off5.   
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Factors in Optimizing Prosthetic Gait 

The design of a prosthetic foot system and its alignment relative to the proximal prosthesis are 

key to the overall performance of the system.  

Various prosthetic keel types can be selected based on patient specific characteristics, patient 

activity level and funding available.  Keels can be classified by four main design categories based 

on structure and function:  rigid, single-axis, multi-axis, and energy storage and return (ESAR).   

Selection of a specific keel for a patient within these categories is generally based on the personal 

experience of the clinician.  Prosthetic manufacturers advertise keels with features to optimize 

various phases of stance, with various stiffnesses available dependent on the preference of the 

patient. 

Alignment of a prosthetic device is critical in optimizing transtibial amputee gait.  Alignment of a 

device involves three main stages: bench alignment, static alignment and dynamic alignment.  

Alignment of the device can take place in each of the anatomical planes, with mechanical 

adjustments occurring at the socket-pylon interface and the pylon-foot interface.  Goals of 

alignment aim to properly align centre of pressure to manipulate ground reaction forces for socket 

comfort and forward progression.  Although standard procedures exist for alignment, different 

foot designs require specific alignment considerations.  In addition, alignment is continuously 

adjusted during the lifetime of the user.   

 

Managing Patient Perception of Stance Progression 

In clinical prosthetic practice, patients may report experiencing a “flat spot”, “stalling”, “dwell” 

or the experience of having to “climb up over the foot” 11,19.  This phenomenon is described 

quantitatively as an interruption to the forward progression of prosthetic foot COP during stance 
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in amputee gait, as measured by COP progression velocity11,19.  The presence of this feature of 

stance has been noted to be clinically significant as it reduces energy efficiency and affects gait 

symmetry due to the use of compensatory gait strategies to maintain smooth prosthetic 

progression11,19.  Recently, this occurrence in stance phase has been termed the “dead spot” 

phenomenon (DSP) 11.  While this nomenclature infers that it is an undesirable attribute of stance, 

it in fact refers to a slowing of progression.  This feature requires further investigation to 

determine timing features of stance where the presence of DSP is desirable and undesirable; 

however, the term DSP is adopted for this study.  

The management of DSP in prosthetic gait in clinical practice is affected by both foot design and 

alignment.  Prosthetic manufacturers often advertise foot designs which minimize or eliminate the 

presence of DSP, as described in the patent literature20.  However, it is recognized by clinical 

prosthetists, that although this may be true in comparing highly dynamic keels to rigid keels, the 

attenuation of DSP can be managed with proper alignment of the device.   

 

1.6 Study Rationale and Objectives 

It is recognized that there are a number of interacting variables that affect DSP, including 

prosthetic component design, alignment, and patient characteristics.  The aim of this study was to 

isolate the effects of alignment on DSP.  The study was designed in which a cohort of patients 

representing a range of prosthesis users were assessed in a clinical setting at the time of alignment 

of their prosthetic system.  Specifically, the study addresses whether COP progression velocity 

can capture changes in alignment and quantify the clinical objectives of sagittal plane alignment.  
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The study had two key objectives: 

1) To develop a method for the determination of DSP in a clinical setting, and  

2) To quantify the effect of sagittal alignment on centre of pressure progression velocity in a 

representative cohort of transtibial prosthesis users. 

 

Thesis Overview 

Following a Literature Review (Chapter 2), Chapter 3 describes the methodology developed to 

determine DSP in a clinical setting.  Two main study phases are described.  In the first, a face 

validation was undertaken in which a cohort of transtibial amputees were assessed under two 

alignment conditions to determine whether the proposed measures are sensitive to detecting 

alignment changes typical of clinical practice.  In the second phase, the measures were 

determined for subjects with clinically acceptable performance at the endpoint of their alignment. 

The intent was to provide the partnering prosthetist with quantifiable metrics that capture their 

clinical alignment goals.  The results of the validation and determination of the clinician reference 

metrics are presented in Chapter 4.  The utility of the clinician reference metrics were examined 

in Chapter 5 through the development of a clinical tool and examination of the alignment 

strategies used by the clinician on a case by case basis.  Conclusions and recommendations are 

provided in Chapter 6.   
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Chapter 2 

Review of Literature 

  

2.1 Prosthetic Foot Devices 

A prosthetic foot is required to provide various functions in order to restore gait.  These functions 

include: 1) motion through the provision of dorsiflexion, plantar flexion, inversion and eversion, 

2) shock absorption at heel strike and weight acceptance, 3) a stable weight-bearing base of 

support during stance, 4) foot control throughout stance, and 5) cosmesis21. 

A prosthetic foot system consists of the structural keel component and cosmetic cover.  In this 

study, prosthetic “feet” will refer to this system.  Prosthetic keels can be categorized as either 

active or passive, where active keels add energy to the gait cycle through stored external energy, 

and passive keels do not 4.  Within the category of passive prosthetic keels, devices can be further 

classified by design based on structure and function.  

   

Passive Prosthetic Keel Design 

Rigid.  Rigid keel designs are the most basic of prosthetic foot componentry, designed to restore 

mobility with limitations in proper gait biomechanics.  The solid-ankle-cushioned-heel or SACH 

design is the most common and low cost rigid keel design, acting as the industry standard21,22.  

Structurally, it is comprised of a solid wood or aluminum internal keel, extending to the 

metatarsal region of the foot (Figure 4).  A wedge of soft foam is integrated into the heel and 

available in varying densities.  These two components are surrounded externally with a molded 

foam shell acting as cosmesis21,23.   
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Functionally, this design does not have any articulating components.  Plantar flexion motion is 

provided with compression of the keel wedge21,23.  Ankle dorsiflexion is not possible with this 

design, however, forefoot dorsiflexion is enabled by the flexible material distal to the rigid 

internal keel21,23.  Similarly, the external foam allows for compression to provide inversion and 

eversion of the foot on uneven terrain21,23. 

 

Figure 4. SACH Foot Components 

The SACH foot and the internal components including the solid keel, cushion heel, belting, cosmetic 

foam exterior and hardware, modified from Agan24. 

 

Single-Axis. A single-axis keel incorporates a single-axis articulation in the sagittal plane, 

providing ankle dorsiflexion and plantar flexion21.  This keel design includes a solid wood 

internal keel with a metal single-axis joint (Figure 5).  The anterior joint articulation houses a 

dorsiflexion stop and the posterior compartment houses a plantar flexion bumper21.  These 

bumpers are comprised of elastomers of various durometers which can be customized to resist 

motion and offer shock absorption.  The position of these bumpers relative to the shank can also 

be adjusted to change the timing of load acceptance21. The entire device is covered in a molded 

foam rubber shell.  Minimal inversion and eversion are achieved in this design, however, toe 

dorsiflexion is provided by the flexibility of the material distal to the wooden keel21. 
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Figure 5. Single-Axis Foot Design 

Componentry of a single-axis foot design depicting the wooden keel, plantar flexion bumper (A) and 

dorsiflexion stop (B), modified from the Amputee Coalition25. 

 

 

Multi-axis.  Similar to single-axis keels, multi-axis keels have an articulated design; however, 

motion is provided in all three planes21.  This increased degrees of freedom makes this design 

ideal for walking on uneven terrain, however decreases static device stability21,23.  The design of 

this foot includes a solid-wood internal keel with a rubber foot (Figure 6).  The articulating 

componentry include a central rubber rocker block providing sagittal plane motion, in addition to 

a transverse joint allowing for inversion, eversion and transverse rotation21.  Each axis of motion 

is accompanied with bumpers which can vary in durometer, providing shock absorption.   

 

 

Figure 6.  Multi-axis Foot Design 

Componentry of a multi-axis foot including the rubber forefoot (A), articulations in three planes and 

accompanied bumpers (B) modified from the Amputee Coalition25.   
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Energy Storage and Return (ESAR).  Prior to the 1980s, the focus of prosthetic foot design was 

to restore basic walking gait and daily function to individuals with lower-limb amputations21,22.  

During this time, the conventional SACH foot became an industry standard and was the most 

commonly prescribed passive device22.  However, with a change in focus to enabling 

participation in high demand activities, more complex passive prosthetic feet became the 

attention of design, referred to as dynamic, or ESAR21,22.  An example of one of the various 

ESAR designs is shown in Figure 7. 

ESAR keel designs utilize flexible keel components that dissipate energy during shock absorption 

resulting in smoother gait, later providing a degree of push-off in late stance21,22.  This results in 

increased cadence of the user, translating to decreased time spent on the heel of the device and 

increased time spent on the forefoot21.  With increased time loading the forefoot, dorsiflexion 

moments also increase21.  These dorsiflexion moments deform the keel, creating energy storage 

that is later released during push-off21.   ESAR designs vary, but often utilize similar materials 

such as carbon-fibre, fiberglass, Delrin, Kevlar, and polyurethane elastomers.  These designs 

involve an isolated keel, which is paired with a cosmetic cover.   

 

Figure 7. Example of an ESAR Keel Design 

An example of an ESAR keel design, the Velocity keel, as modified from College Park Industries26.  The 

rearfoot (A) and forefoot (B) portions of the keel are shown. 
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Clinical Prosthetic Foot Prescription Guidelines  

Selection of prosthetic foot devices by the prosthetist and prescribing physiatrist is based on many 

patient specific factors such as, anthropometrics, residual limb length, co-morbidities, activity 

levels, occupational tasks, and funding available.  However, prescriptionb of lower-limb 

prosthetic devices is largely based on empirical knowledge27,28.  Currently, there is a lack of 

evidence-based practice directing clinical decision-making in prosthetic foot selection.  With gaps 

in the literature linking the mechanical characteristics of prosthetic devices to user functional 

levels or preference, prosthetic users with high functional levels are generally supplied with 

ESAR feet set at higher price points28.  In contrast, those with lower functional levels receive 

more basic foot designs at lower price points, such as the SACH28.  Particularly in the 

prescription of ESAR devices, selection of keels within this category are often based on the 

prosthetist’s experience rather than biomechanical data or literature10.  While there are currently 

few guidelines in the literature directing clinical prescription of devices, there is clinical 

consensus in the advantages of the use of ESAR feet, both from clinicians and patients29. 

Another factor of prosthetic device selection are funding guidelines.  In Ontario, funding of 

prosthetic foot devices is partially covered by the Assistive Devices Program (ADP) with 

remaining costs covered by the patient, external funding support such as War Amps, or the 

Ontario Disability Support Program (ODSP).  This applies to all patients, except those who are 

covered through the Workplace Safety Insurance Board (WSIB).  With the ADP funding 

structure, foot devices are categorized by activity level, with a set price-point allocated to each 

category.  ADP funding covers 75% of the set price-point, with 25% covered by the patient or 

                                                      

b Prescription of a prosthetic device requires the prescription of a physician and follows a three tiered 

system.  Tier 1 is required for new check sockets or definitive sockets, requiring a team assessment from a 

physician, physiotherapist or occupational therapist and certified clinical prosthetist.  Tier 2 applies to 

socket replacement and requires the assessment of a physician and certified clinical prosthetist.  Tier 3 

regards distal component replacement and selection, only requiring a certified clinical prosthetist.   
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other funding options.  Often, the costs of prescribed foot devices are higher than the price-points 

determined by ADP, with the difference in cost covered by the patient.  

 

Use of Descriptive Dialog in Prescription 

A widely used and basic tool in evaluating the performance and preference of a prosthetic foot in 

clinical practice is subjective feedback from the prosthesis user10.  Through the use of descriptive 

dialogue and questions led by the clinician, general prosthetic performance can be evaluated10.  

Guided questions by the clinician can determine preferred changes to a prosthetic device, such as 

changes in alignment, or in the discussion of advantages of one prosthetic foot in comparison to 

those previously experienced10.  This is also used in biomechanical research, with descriptive 

dialogue between researchers and subjects, where subjects are asked to select their preferred 

device10,16,30.   Although this method allows for bias, it is easily implemented and considers the 

opinions of the prosthesis user in prescription. 

  

Detecting Performance of Prosthetic Foot Devices 

Biomechanical Differences between Prosthetic Foot Designs.  Performance of prosthetic foot 

devices depends on the selection of appropriate componentry and the alignment of the device by 

the prosthetist.  Performance of these devices can be evaluated with biomechanical measures to 

evaluate transtibial amputee gait.  Although these measures are well defined, literature 

demonstrates limitations in detecting differences between dynamic foot designs.  In addition, 

differences between conventional SACH devices and dynamic devices are not well established in 

the literature, where larger differences in designs would be expected.   

Analysis of dynamic and conventional SACH keels show inconsistencies amongst biomechanical 

measures analysed.  Measures such as ankle range of motion, ankle moments, vertical ground 
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reaction forces and energy expenditure display statistical differences between dynamic and 

conventional keels.  Dynamic keels provide greater range of motion and ankle moments 

compared to SACH designs, however, determined differences are of statistical significance, with 

clinical significance unestablished17,30–35.  Decreased sound limb vertical ground reaction forces 

with dynamic keels have been reported, however, these studies do not quantify intact limb 

forces30,33,34,36.  The analysis of measures of energy expenditure display inconclusive and 

contradicting results between reported measures of energy cost, with no significant differences 

detected in muscle activity16,30,32,33,36–40,35,41.   

Inconsistencies in the literature can be found in the analysis of step length31,32,35,42, knee 

moments30,33,36,35, stride length33,34,39 and mid-stance duration trends36 among foot designs.  In 

addition, no statistical differences are determined across studies analysing cadence30,33,34,39,40, knee 

and hip range of motion30,31,33,40, hip moments30,31,33,35, stride length,30,42 and other temporal 

characteristics.28,30,32–34.  

Qualitative Differences between Prosthetic Foot Designs.  Although biomechanical studies 

find few conclusive differences between SACH and ESAR devices, those which supplement 

these analyses with qualitative analysis report user preferences for ESAR designs30,43.  These 

findings suggest that perhaps there are differences between ESAR and conventional designs that 

have not been determined due to limitations in the biomechanical outcome measures assessed, 

that can only be detected by users at this time.  This suggests that new measures must be explored 

in order to quantify these differences, particularly to determine features of stance phase.  

 

2.2 Principles of Clinical Alignment 

Alignment of a prosthetic device refers to the spatial positioning of the prosthetic socket relative 

to the prosthetic foot21.  The alignment of a transtibial prosthetic device influences the comfort of 
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the socket in proper loading of the residual limb and overall gait of the user21.  Typical 

endoskeletal prosthetic componentry allow for continuous adjustment in alignment to manipulate 

ground reaction forces and moments of the device.  Although prosthetic foot design enables the 

potential for a variety of high performance devices, alignment of the device alters how the 

prosthesis performs, regardless of intended function of the device44.   

Alignment of a prosthetic system is determined by the clinical prosthetist and is completed in 

three progressive steps: (1) bench alignment, (2) static alignment, and (3) dynamic alignment5,21.   

In total, there are seven different alignment changes that can be made to a transtibial prosthesis5: 

1. Anterior or posterior placement of the socket relative to the foot 

2. Medial or lateral placement of the socket relative to the foot 

3. Tilt of the socket in the sagittal plane to achieve flexion or extension 

4. Tilt of the socket in the frontal plane to achieve adduction or abduction 

5. Rotation of the foot in the transverse plane 

6. Movement of the foot in the sagittal plane to achieve dorsiflexion or plantar flexion 

7. Movement of the foot in the frontal plane to achieve inversion or eversion 

 

Mechanisms of Prosthetic Alignment 

A pyramid adaptor and tube clamp are the two key pieces of prosthetic componentry used to 

change the alignment of a prosthesis, as shown in Figure 8.  The pyramid adaptor is implemented 

both proximally at the socket-pylon interface and distally at the pylon-foot interface, connecting 

to a tube clamp.  Adjustment of the screws on each of the four sides of the tube clamp alter the 

angle of the pyramid-tube clamp interface, changing the respective alignment of the components 

proximal and distal to these components.  These changes are made with an allen key, with 
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adjustments of alignment often noted as a fraction of a full turn in either a clock-wise or counter-

clockwise direction.   

 

Figure 8.  Typical Transtibial Bench Alignment 

A) Pyramid adaptor and mated tube clamp used in typical prosthetic assembly, adapted from Esau4. B) 

Typical transtibial prosthetic bench alignment with an allen key changing the alignment in the frontal 

plane by adjusting the screws on the medial side of a tube clamp, adapted from Glomas45.  

 

Bench Alignment 

Bench alignment of a prosthetic device is completed after the assembly of componentry, prior to 

fitting of the device on the user.  Bench alignment of a system is dependent on the residual limb 

of the user and the foot componentry selected5.  However, standard bench alignment is completed 

in each plane, as shown in Figure 9. 

Frontal plane. The posterior brim of the socket is aligned parallel to the ground surface, the 

socket is slightly adducted with respect to the vertical, and the centre of rotation of the socket 

bisects the heel of the foot5.   

Sagittal plane. The socket is typically aligned with 5 degrees of socket flexion with respect to the 

vertical, and the centre of rotation of the socket bisecting the weight bearing portion of the foot 

between the heel and the metatarsal heads5.   
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Transverse plane. The prosthetic foot is aligned with 7-10 degrees of toe abduction or toe-out 

relative to the line of progression and the posterior brim of the socket is aligned perpendicular to 

the line of progression5. 

 

Figure 9.  Standard Transtibial Bench Alignment 

Principles of standard bench alignment for a transtibial prosthesis outlined in the three anatomical 

planes, modified from Zahedi et al.46. 

 

Static Alignment 

Static alignment takes place once the patient has been fitted with the prosthetic limb.  This static 

alignment process is completed observationally.  The prosthetist analyses the alignment of the 

device as the amputee stands statically, equally distributing their weight between the prosthesis 

and intact limb5.  The goals of this alignment process are to ensure proper socket fit, correct 

prosthesis length and the correct amount of foot abduction, with the prosthetic limb matching the 

alignment of the intact limb in the latter5. 
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Dynamic Alignment 

Dynamic alignment takes place while the prosthesis user walks with the device and the prosthetist 

uses observational gait analysis to determine alignment changes that would optimize the user’s 

gait5.  This process utilizes trial-and-error in alignment changes made by the prosthetist which are 

accepted or adjusted based on observational gait characteristics and patient feedback44.  The main 

objectives during this process are a gait pattern which provides symmetry, smooth progression 

through stance, medio-lateral stability, and comfort47.  This alignment process is on-going, 

monitored and adjusted during every appointment between the amputee and their prosthetist.  

Where an optimal alignment is often described as the outcome, variability in the outcome of this 

alignment process is dependent on the experience of the prosthetist and the tolerance of the 

patient, producing a range of acceptable alignments rather than one true outcome48.   

 

Effect of Alignment on Transtibial Gait Symmetry 

During amputee gait, reliance on the sound limb is commonly observed due to the deficiencies 

present in the prosthetic limb49.  This compensation in the sound limb is observed in greater 

sound limb stance times, ground reaction forces, joint moments, and prosthetic step length 

throughout gait18,49.  Resulting asymmetries in gait exposes the sound limb to excess loading and 

increased incidence of secondary disability including osteoarthritis in the sound limb, 

osteoporosis in the residual limb and lower back pain49.   

One of the objectives of dynamic alignment is limb symmetry, where the prosthetist can observe 

the relative differences between the intact and affected limbs in response to changes made in the 

dynamic alignment process48.  The intact limb can be referenced as a dynamic benchmark for the 

prosthetic limb during the alignment process48.  An aim of gait rehabilitation post lower-limb 

amputation is symmetric gait.  Symmetric gait is more energy efficient as it decreases the 
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excursion of the centre of mass50–52; however, Winter and Sienko also noted the prosthetic and 

intact limbs function as individual biomechanical systems15.   

One of the challenges in assessing symmetry in amputee gait is inconsistency in the measures 

used to quantify symmetry associated with alignment changes.  Chow et al. assessed various 

biomechanical measures in detecting the symmetry of intact and affected limbs of unilateral 

transtibial amputees across a range of acceptable alignments48.  Consistent symmetric values were 

observed in vertical ground reaction forces, stance duration, step length and time to maximum 

knee flexion in swing phase48.  Therefore, it is suggested that asymmetry of these parameters may 

assist in the identification of unacceptable alignments for the prosthetist48.  However, in other gait 

parameters investigated, such as knee range of motion and deceleration impulse, a range of 

symmetry values were observed for various acceptable alignments, where it is unclear if 

asymmetry of these parameters indicates unacceptable alignment48.  Chow et al. suggests that 

future work is required to determine what levels of symmetry relate to healthy gait48.   

 

2.3 Methods of Assessing Prosthetic Limb Performance in Stance Phase 

One of the objectives of dynamic prosthetic alignment is to achieve smooth progression through 

stance phase.  Progression of the COP throughout stance reflects the forward progression of the 

whole body’s centre of mass14, with interruptions to forward progression affecting the transfer of 

body weight over the prosthetic limb through stance15.  This is influenced by the compliance of a 

prosthetic foot device, and provision of anatomical ankle motion19,43.   To quantify stance 

progression, four biomechanical analyses have been considered, which include: inverse 

dynamics, roll-over shape, COP progression and COP progression velocity. 
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Inverse Dynamics 

Inverse dynamics is widely used in comparing the performance of prosthetic foot devices.  A 

limitation of this method is the evaluation of prosthetic foot designs based on simulated ankle 

kinetics19.  Application of anatomical models uses the assumption that prosthetic foot devices are 

rigid segments with definable ankle joint axes.  However, dynamic foot devices do not deform in 

this way when loaded.  The flexible keels of these devices result in simulated dorsiflexion and 

plantar flexion about changing and undefined axes, with interpreted ankle kinetics misleading19.  

 

Roll-over Shape 

Investigation of foot roll-over has shown that prosthetic feet follow a rocker shape during the 

stance phase of gait 44,53,54 (Figure 10).  Hansen et al. investigated the analysis of foot roll-over to 

quantify transtibial gait44,53,54.  This method quantifies the global COP trajectory and transforms it 

to the local coordinate system of the shank to determine the roll-over shape of the prosthetic foot 

device as a geometric radius of the foot-ankle complex54.  Ankle-foot roll-over shape combines 

the effects of foot and ankle movements, keel stiffness and resultant deformations into one rocker 

output54.   

 

 

Figure 10.  Depiction of Evaluation of Roll-over Shape 

Method of capturing ankle-foot roll-over shape modified from Hansen54.  Four frames of COP data 

(dots) are highlighted in the laboratory based coordinate system (A) and transformed to the shank-based 

coordinate system (B).  The characterized roll-over shape is defined by connecting these frames. 
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Influence of Alignment on Transtibial Prosthetic Roll-over.   

Hansen et al. describes roll-over shape as an invariant characteristic of gait, with the objective of 

prosthetic alignment being to achieve a prosthetic roll-over which fits the shape observed in able-

bodied gait44.  The findings of this work suggest that prosthetic keels of various stiffnesses in the 

heel and forefoot have different roll-over shapes which can all be aligned to match able-bodied 

roll-over44.  In the investigation of four different prosthetic devices, it was found that those 

aligned to match able-bodied roll-over shapes produced resultant roll-over shapes matching those 

aligned by an experienced prosthetist44.  This suggests that prosthetists align different prosthetic 

feet towards a single roll-over shape44.  Hansen et al. suggests that this may be why a lack of 

consistency in biomechanical differences between foot designs may be found in the literature, as 

common alignment goals completed by prosthetists may have minimized detectable functional 

differences between feet44.   

Although this study suggests a consistent roll-over shape is used, it is still unclear if able-bodied 

roll-over shape is the optimal shape for prosthesis users, where a more appropriate shape may be 

needed for this population44.  It is also noted that a limitation of this method is that prosthetists 

may factor in other aspects of the foot design into alignment strategies, such as functional energy 

storage properties of dynamic keels44.  

 

Limitations of this Method   

In the characterization of prosthetic roll-over shapes, the methods quantify the radius of devices 

as the ‘best fit’ curve of the collected COP displacements11,19.  Therefore, this method does not 

have the ability to capture short-duration disruptions in COP progression, which are believed to 

be characteristics of the deviations in stance described by prosthesis users11,19.  In addition, the 

roll-over shapes produced are purely geometric and do not include any temporal characteristics.  
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With these features of amputee stance overlooked, new methods to quantify stance progression 

were required.   

 

Centre of Pressure (COP) Progression 

Designs of ESAR prosthetic feet often incorporate rearfoot and forefoot keels that deform during 

loading and release during unloading, returning stored energy.  During initial contact of a 

prosthetic foot during stance, the heel portion of the keel of an ESAR device deflects, delaying 

the forward rotation of the shank over the foot.  This occurrence causes a braking effect which 

also influences the velocity of the centre of mass of the body 55,56.  For unilateral prosthesis users, 

deviations in smooth forward progression are anecdotally perceived as “having to climb over the 

foot”, “stuttering”, a “dwell”, “stall”, or experiencing a “dead spot”, describing resistance in 

transferring body weight from the rearfoot to the forefoot region of the device14,57.    

COP can be defined as the point representing the instantaneous mean of all ground reaction forces 

acting on the foot during stance phase11.  Quantifying the COP throughout stance phase provides 

COP progression, simply a trajectory of the COP.  A number of techniques have been established 

to quantify COP, such as the use of anthropometric models58, pressure sensing insoles and 

systems13,59,60, Wii balance boards61, and force platforms11,19,62.   

 

COP Progression in Able-bodied Gait 

Evaluation of COP progression in comparison to normative data, provides insight to the structural 

and functional condition of a foot.  COP progression can be analysed based on temporal features 

of stance as shown in Figure 11.  Chiu et al. identified four sub phases of COP progression to be: 

1) initial contact phase; the period from first contact to first metatarsal contact, 2) forefoot contact 

phase; following first metatarsal contact until contact of all metatarsal heads, 3) foot flat phase; 
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following phase 2 until heel raise, and 4) forefoot push-off phase; heel lift until the foot is off of 

the ground surface, (Figure 11)59.  

 

Figure 11.  Typical COP Progression of the Right Foot in Able-bodied Stance.  

COP progression is outlined as a series of COP coordinates in the x and y-axis.  The x-axis identifies the 

medio-lateral axis of the foot, with the y-axis identifying the anterior direction.  Highlighted are four 

phases of stance as modified from Chiu59:  Initial contact phase, forefoot contact phase, foot flat phase 

and forefoot push-off phase. 

 

In addition to interpreting quantitative values from collected COP data, visual analysis of plotted 

COP data points provide insight to temporal features of stance.  Data points which appear closer 

together identify slower COP velocities, in comparison to points that are farther apart.  Faster 

COP velocities identify that body weight is rapidly shifting forward, as observed in the forefoot 

contact phase and foot flat phase of midstance when the body passes over the foot59.  In contrast, 

slower COP velocities can be identified during the initial contact and forefoot push-off phases59.  
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Use of COP Progression in Foot Design 

The technique of visually evaluating stance COP progression has been adopted in commercial 

practice to determine the performance of prosthetic feet20.  This simplified method provides a 

qualitative interpretation rather than quantifying COP velocity.  By obtaining pressure 

distributions of prosthetic devices, manufacturers can determine if obtained COP progressions fall 

within preselected performance ranges for each design20.  In addition, this method can also be 

used to design prosthetic devices which match COP performance targets20.   

Interpretation of COP data points can also indicate the smoothness of prosthetic keel roll-over.  A 

patent by Ossur describing this method indicates features of smooth roll-over include COP data 

points of the rearfoot which are close together20.  However, as the COP progresses forward, the 

points should become farther apart, identifying a more rapid motion of the foot, progressing to 

energy return at toe off20.  In quantifying smooth roll-over in this manner, manufacturers use 

desired roll-overs with set ratio spacing of COP data points based on preselected performance 

values for the keel20.   

The described method also outlines the ability to identify non-optimal sagittal alignment.  In the 

scenario of a keel being too dorsiflexed, resulting in resistance to roll-over, COP data points will 

appear to be concentrated, identifying a low velocity region in the rearfoot of the device20.  In 

addition, COP data points may move posteriorly before progressing anteriorly.  Similarly, 

excessive plantar flexion can be observed with resistance in roll-over, and posterior displacement 

of COP20.  Interruptions to roll-over can also be observed in the forefoot, but appear as a 

“discontinuity or kink” in progression20.  It can therefore be demonstrated that alignment of the 

device affects the resistance the prosthesis user experiences throughout stance.   

Although resistance is observed as deviations to forward COP progression, alignment can be 

utilized to manipulate these resistances during different phases of stance.  Resistance to roll-over 
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results in additional effort required for progression, resulting in a knee hyperextension moment20.  

However, little forefoot resistance is not ideal, resulting in knee buckling due to knee flexion 

moments20.   

 

COP Progression of Transfemoral Amputees 

One study by Schmid et al. investigated COP in transfemoral amputees fitted with their 

prescribed prostheses and dynamic keels14.  Analysis of plotted COP displacements show COP 

remains in the heel and mid-foot regions of the prosthetic foot longer than that observed in the 

intact limb14.  Therefore, it can be interpreted that COP velocities in these regions are slower in 

affected limbs than those observed in intact limbs.  In contrast, COP was observed in the forefoot 

of the prosthetic limb for a shorter time, translating to greater COP velocity of the affected limb 

in comparison to the intact limb14.  Greater stance time in the forefoot region of the intact limb 

may indicate gait compensation strategies with this limb and extension of double limb support14.  

Overall, these COP displacements show that the transfemoral amputees analysed spend more time 

in the braking phase of stance than in push-off in comparison to the intact limb.  However, it 

should be recognized that transfemoral gait has unique features which differ from transtibial gait 

due to altered gait mechanics and prosthetic knee componentry35,63,64.  In addition, due to a higher 

amputation level, these populations are observed to adopt more compensation mechanisms in gait 

and overall more asymmetry35,63,64.  Therefore, the findings of this analysis may not be 

transferable to transtibial populations.   

 

2.4 Analysis of COP Progression Velocity  

Analysis of methods used to quantify stance phase of transtibial gait demonstrates that measures 

sensitive enough to detect features of stance and alignment changes include COP progression.  
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One of the key features of COP is COP progression velocity, as discussed in the qualitative 

interpretation of COP data points.  As COP velocity includes temporal factors, this measure 

seems to be an appropriate measure to quantify the clinical outcomes of alignment intervention 

and resultant DSP. 

A study by Cornwall et al. investigated the COP progression velocities of 100 able-bodied feet60.  

It was found that normative COP progression velocity waveforms can be classified by a 

characteristic triple-peak pattern, corresponding to the loading response, transition from midfoot 

to forefoot and terminal stance push-off60. The study indicated COP velocity to be a reliable 

measure, and was suggested to be a useful measure of efficiency in the gait of lower-limb 

amputees.  However, an application of the triple-peak characterization method has not yet been 

extended to the study of amputee gait. 

 

COP Progression in Transtibial Gait 

Noting the limitations described by roll-over, De Asha proposed the analysis of negative COP 

velocity (velocity of posterior COP progression), in addition to the variability of COP velocity in 

single stance19.  Specific measures of maximum negative COP velocity, maximum positive COP 

velocity, and mean COP velocity variability were quantified to capture ‘dead spot’ during stance 

of unilateral transtibial prosthesis users, in comparing prosthetic devices19.  Investigation of the 

use of hydraulic prosthetic ankle devices demonstrated smoother progression, resulting in faster 

self-selected walking speeds across subjects12,19.  In addition, subjects reported the use of 

hydraulic ankle devices eliminated the perception of dead spot, corresponding to the elimination 

of posterior COP in the data19.  

De Asha’s work found the timing of specific quantified parameters such as maximum negative 

velocity to be inconsistent across subjects, however, regions of low COP progression velocity 
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were consistent across all subjects19.  These findings suggest the temporal features of dead spot 

occurrence are not only a factor of the prosthetic foot design, but individual user gait 

characteristics and compensation strategies19.  This suggests that analysis of COP progression 

velocity is a sensitive measure of clinical outcomes. 

 

2.5 Measures to Quantify DSP 

Recently, Klenow et al. developed a method to quantify the low velocity regions of COP 

progression velocity, defining these periods as the “dead spot” phenomenon (DSP)11.  To identify 

DSP regions, this method isolates low velocity regions using developed thresholds and target time 

frames, as shown in Figure 12.  The threshold used identifies the velocity below which DSP is 

quantified utilizing the average COP velocity.  The average COP velocity is determined by 

dividing foot length by stance time for the evaluated step of each individual subject11.  This value 

represents COP velocity without any disruptions to forward progression.  A threshold of 60% of 

this velocity was established.  Data below the determine threshold and within target time frames 

are DSP qualifying data.   

Isolated DSP regions were quantified with three measures11: 

(A) Total DSP Time.  Calculated as the sum of DSP data time, or the effective width of a 

DSP qualifying region. 

(B) DSP Magnitude. The minimum COP velocity value from the threshold value, within 

the DSP region and corresponding time in percent stance. 

(C) Total DSP Area. The sum of the areas of each DSP region, or the effective area of 

the captured DSP region below the threshold.   
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a) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

b) 

 

Figure 12. Graphical Interpretation of Method used to Quantify DSP Metrics in the Rearfoot 

A plot of the sagittal COP velocity (a), or COP progression velocity plotted by percent stance time.  A 

DSP threshold is established as 60% of the average COP velocity, below which, DSP qualifying data can 

be identified.  A target timeframe is set, between which DSP can be quantified if it falls below the 

threshold and between these time values.  Three measures can be calculated from the isolated DSP 

region: (A) Total DSP Time, (B) DSP Magnitude, and (C) Total DSP Area. 

 

 

Limitations of this Method.  

Klenow’s study determined the method was able to quantify statistical differences between five 

prosthetic foot designs across four transtibial and transfemoral subjects.  The least DSP was 

detected in dynamic keels with continuous lever designs.  Although these findings demonstrate 

the application of these measures to capture this feature of stance, limitations to the application of 
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this method can be noted and include the investigation of forefoot DSP, DSP symmetry and 

influence of alignment. 

In addition, limitations can be noted in terms of the terminology of the developed measures.  

Although, the methodology of quantifying DSP Area uses the graphical area of the DSP 

qualifying region in the velocity-time graph, the term DSP Area is misleading, in that the 

quantified value is measured in mm, which is not typically associated with an area.  Physically, 

this measure is the progression of the COP during the low-velocity region; as such, the term DSP 

Progression may be more appropriate.  

 

Investigation of DSP in Forefoot Stance 

Based on previous literature identifying low velocity regions to primarily occur in the rearfoot of 

stance14,19, Klenow only quantified DSP in this region, within a target time frame of 10-50% 

stance.  Forefoot loading of prosthetic keels provides energy storage in deflection, with energy 

return in late stance push off when the keel returns21,31,65.  It is known that the amount of energy 

returned to the prosthetic user is related to the magnitude of deflection, or energy put into the 

device.  Generally speaking, if DSP is a pause in progression, the pauses in progression required 

to generate power in the loading of the forefoot keel to provide propulsive forces may be 

interpreted as DSP.  With the features of dynamic keel forefoot design being integral to keel 

function in amputee gait, examination of DSP in this region requires investigation.  In addition, 

where DSP is perceived to be undesired in the rearfoot region due to an interruption to 

progression and loss of energy efficiency, investigation is required to determine if the presence of 

DSP in other regions, such as the forefoot may be desired to optimize keel function. 
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Investigation of Limb Symmetry in Quantified DSP Metrics 

Previous literature has established the value of evaluating gait symmetry in unilateral transtibial 

amputees.  With gait symmetry being a primary objective of amputee rehabilitation to increase 

gait efficiency, literature is still unclear in the establishment of measures that can be used to 

capture clinical symmetry in these populations.  As DSP is not well investigated in the literature, 

and studies analysing this occurrence in stance do not analyse both limbs, conclusions cannot be 

made regarding the presence of DSP in the intact limbs of transtibial amputee populations.  In 

addition, investigation is required to determine if DSP values reflect clinically perceived 

symmetry in gait.  With a lack of consensus in appropriate measures of gait symmetry, 

investigation of bilateral DSP in the rearfoot and forefoot regions should be examined to 

determine if these measures reflect clinical goals of the prosthetist in achieving limb symmetry in 

gait. 

 

2.6 Study Rationale and Objectives 

Studies have previously focused on quantifying prosthetic foot progression and roll-over to 

investigate the concept of interruption to forward progression, or DSP.  It is established that the 

performance of a prosthetic foot device is both influenced by the functional design of the device 

and alignment of the foot in the prosthetic system.  Although this is recognized, studies 

investigating stance progression use standardized alignment across all prosthetic systems, or 

optimal prosthetic alignment across subjects.  As such, the consideration of the effect of 

alignment on stance progression and quantified DSP is not considered. 
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Specific Objectives 

The study had two main aims.  First, a face validation of the method was undertaken to determine 

the sensitivity of the proposed DSP measures in capturing changes in alignment.  Second, metrics 

were developed to quantify alignment goals of the partnering clinician using DSP measures 

observed at alignment endpoints.  The specific objectives were to: 

1) Develop a method for the determination of DSP in a clinical setting, and specifically to: 

a) Design and commission a portable walkway for kinetic gait analysis in a community 

clinic setting; and 

b) Implement a method for determining rearfoot and forefoot DSP. 

 

2) Quantify the effect of sagittal alignment on centre of pressure progression velocity in a 

representative cohort of transtibial prosthesis users, specifically to: 

a) Determine DSP metrics for the partnering prosthetist which describe acceptable clinical 

outcomes in an aligned prosthetic system; and 

b) Determine whether these outcomes reflect the prosthetist’s clinical goals for alignment. 
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Chapter 3 

Methodology 

 

A portable gait analysis system was designed, fabricated and commissioned to quantify ground 

reaction forces and centre of pressure progression.  Data collection coincided with regularly 

scheduled appointments between amputee subjects and the collaborating clinical prosthetist.  Gait 

data were collected initially upon arrival to the appointment, and after alignment changes were 

made during the appointment.   

The study design had two phases.  In the first, each subject was evaluated in two alignment 

conditions.  DSP measures were initially examined to determine correlations among the values in 

order to reduce the number of measures used to quantify DSP.  Next, the reduced sets of DSP 

measures were compared for each subject in each of the two alignment conditions.  The 

differences between measures in each condition indicated its sensitivity to typical clinical 

alignment changes, thereby assessing the face validity of the method.   

In the second phase, DSP measures were evaluated for each subject at the alignment endpoint.  At 

this stage, both the clinician and patient reported acceptable gait performance.  As such, the DSP 

measures obtained in this condition provide the partnering prosthetist with quantifiable metrics 

that capture their clinical alignment goals.   

 

3.1 Portable Measurement System 

A portable gait measurement system was developed to collect gait kinetics at a local prosthetic 

facility where testing took place (Figure 13).  The portable system included an instrumented 
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walkway recording the vertical ground reaction forces and centre of pressure of subject gait for 

the intact and affected limbs.  The system was transported to the facility for each data collection, 

which allowed for increased subject recruitment.  In addition, data collection was integrated into 

the subject’s regular appointment with their clinical prosthetist providing the opportunity to 

capture clinical alignment changes. 

 

Figure 13. Assembled Portable Measurement System at Participating Prosthetic Facility. 

The portable system was comprised of two main components: 1) the instrumented walkway and 2) the 

data acquisition system.  The instrumented walkway consisted of an elevated surface fitted with ramps 

on either end (1a), embedded with two portable force plates (1b) capturing gait kinetics along the 

direction of progression.  Force plates connected to a data acquisition system consisting of independent 

amplifiers (2a), connected to laptops (2b) processing collected kinetic data on associated software.  

Video recordings of gait were captured from the sagittal plane (2c) and frontal plane (2d).  Note that 

additional data were collected in this study for subsequent analysis in a future study. 

 

1b 

1a 

2b 

2a 

2c 
2d 
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Walkway Structure 

The assembled walkway was 5.49m long, 0.91m wide and 0.07m high.  The system consisted of 

6 separate components with a length and width of 0.91m and 0.91m respectively, that allowed for 

portability and locked together upon assembly (Figure 14).  The first and last components of the 

walkway consisted of ramps with a grade of five degrees, providing a smooth transition from the 

flooring surface of the facility to the walkway, and variability in the lead up and lead down 

distances that subjects could walk during trials.   

Within the two central components of the walkway (components B and C, Figure 14), a bay was 

designed allowing 2 portable force plates to be embedded end to end, with y-axes along the 

direction of gait progression (Figure 14).  The bay design allowed for adjustability in the 

positioning of the plates, to accommodate a step length of 0.66m to 0.75m and a step width of 

0.13m to 0.16m.  Surrounding the force plates, 6 adjustable blocks filled the bay area for each of 

the eight potential force plate orientations, providing a level surface with the walkway.  

Adjustable blocks secured to the edges of the bay and mating block surfaces with embedded 

magnets, ensuring a constant tolerance of 2mm remained between adjacent surfaces and the force 

plates.  Orientation and design of the magnet system ensured that magnet surfaces did not contact 

force plate edges during any of the potential orientations.  The design of the bay area and 

surrounding blocks allowed for cable access from the force plates to exit the walkway for 

connection to corresponding data acquisition technology.  Detailed drawings of the walkway 

design are provided in Appendix B. 
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Figure 14. Instrumented Portable Walkway System Specifications. 

The walkway was comprised of 6 components: two ramps (in green), two spacers (A and D) and two 

components contained bays for portable force plates (B and C).  The bays containing force plates also 

had adjustable blocks (in orange) to account for variations in patient gait.  Details are provided in 

Appendix B. 

 

Instrumentation 

Two portable force platforms (Model FP4060-05-PT-1000, Bertec Corp, Columbus, OH, USA)  

were placed in the portable walkway and each used in conjunction with independent amplifiers 

(Bertec AM6800, set gain of 1), digitally outputting to independent data acquisition laptops66.  

Strain gauge loaded transducers measured six outputs: three orthogonal force components along 

the X, Y, and Z axes, in addition to moments about the three axes67.  Individually calibrated by 

the manufacturer, each force platform held a calibration matrix stored digitally within the force 

plate, providing calibrated outputs67.  Data acquisition software (Digital Acquire™ 4 Software, 

Bertec Corp, Columbus, OH, USA) was used, collecting data at a sampling rate of 100Hz.  The 

analysis provided the COP locations in the x and y directions as COPx and COPy, respectively, 

with a resolution of 0.1mm.  Centre of pressure calculations completed by Digital Acquire™ 4 

Software produced COPx values based on moments about the y-axis with respect to the distance 

between the transducer and the surface of the plate67.  Similarly, COPy values were determined 

based on moments about the x-axis of the plates67. 
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Force Plate Calibration. A direct calibration of the centre of pressure location was undertaken, 

as detailed in Appendix C.  The error in centre of pressure locations generated by both portable 

force platforms was determined across a 117 point grid (13 by 9 grid at increments of 5cm).  A 

wooden tool was used to apply force to the platform, fitted with a pointed tip at the distal end.  

The probe was used for manual force application between a range of 40-60N, for each of the 117 

marked points.  The tool was also fixed with a rigid body consisting of three permanent reflective 

markers, and one additional removable marker placed on the distal tip to identify the point of 

application of the tool.  Point-load forces were applied to the plate in the vertical direction (Fz) at 

each point, where the centre of pressure locations generated by the plate were compared to the 

location of the probe tip recorded by a motion capture system (Oqus System, Qualisys AB, 

Goteborg, Sweden).  The error in COP location was determined to be the difference between the 

probe tip locations from the motion capture system and force platform outputs for COPx and 

COPy.   

Results of this analysis are in Appendix C.  Analysis showed a typical COP offset error in the x 

and y directions of 13mm and 18mm respectively.  Generated COP values were corrected with 

the calculated offsets.  Corrected COP values were determined to have an error of 1.2mm.  

  

3.2 Centre of Pressure Progression Velocity  

Centre of pressure data were processed with a custom MATLAB code to determine the presence 

of DSP11.  COP position data were filtered with a low-pass, fourth-order Butterworth filter with a 

15Hz cut-off frequency and normalized to 100% stance before further analysis of DSP11.  Centre 

of pressure progression along the y-axis was analysed for sagittal COP.  Sagittal COP progression 

velocity was calculated as the derivative of sagittal COP position data, using the first central 
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difference method (Figure 15).  Note that in Figure 15, the data are presented as a function of 

stance but the derivatives were computed based on time.   

An error analysis of COP progression velocity was undertaken as described in Appendix C.  First, 

a simulated velocity data set was generated with a random distribution based on the error found in 

the COP position error analysis.  Next, a Monte Carlo simulation was undertaken to estimate the 

error in COP progression velocities, giving an expected value of 13mm/s over the velocity in the 

y-data.  Although offset values were used in the correction of COP position data, these 

corrections do not affect the relative velocity and COP velocity calculations.  Therefore, error was 

determined but corrections were not applied to quantified COP position data.  For simplicity of 

plotted COP and COP progression velocities, it is important to note that error bars are not plotted.   

 

Figure 15. Numerical Differentiation of Sagittal COP Progression to Determine Sagittal COP 

Velocity.  

A typical COP progression versus time graph (3a)68 displays two distinct plateaus among common 

features outlined by Klenow et al. 11. The first plateau is located in the rearfoot and the second in the 

forefoot.  These plateaus correspond to troughs in the derived Sagittal COP Velocity versus time plot 

(3b), as indicated by dashed vertical lines.  Low velocity regions in the rearfoot and forefoot are 

common, but may be independently present in observed COP velocity plots.  

a. 

b. 
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3.3 DSP Measures 

A velocity threshold was determined using 60% of the mean COP velocity, representing COP 

motion without any disruption in forward progression11.  The mean COP velocity was calculated 

by dividing the subject foot length by stance time for each step being evaluated11.  Data displayed 

DSP if the COP sagittal plane velocity fell below 60% of the mean COP velocity and within two 

target time-windows.  This threshold was established by Klenow et al., as it yielded the most 

significant results between prosthetic foot conditions11.  Regions of DSP between the first target 

timeframe of 10-50% stance were termed rearfoot DSP (Figure 16)11.  In addition, 35-95% of 

stance was analysed for evidence of forefoot DSP, corresponding to the target time frames 

established by Cornwall60 (Figure 17). 

Within this DSP-qualifying data, three measures were applied to quantify DSP: 1) DSP Time, 2) 

DSP Magnitude and 3) DSP Progression.  The first measure, DSP Time, is the width of the DSP 

qualifying region measured in percent stance.  The second measure, DSP Magnitude, is the 

difference between the threshold and the minimum value in the DSP qualifying region, measured 

in mm/s.  In addition, the location of the minimum DSP qualifying value was also noted in 

percent stancec.   

The final measure, DSP Progression, was determined by integrating the COP Progression velocity 

curve over the interval of the DSP-qualifying region (or regions).  Numerical integration using 

the trapezoidal rule was implemented in MATLAB using the trapz function.  Note that although 

the data are presented as a function of stance in Figure 16, the numerical integration was 

computed based on time.  Therefore, the measure of DSP Progression represents the progression 

of the COP within this DSP-qualifying region and is measured in millimeters.   

                                                      

c Although the corresponding DSP Magnitude locations were recorded in percent stance, these measures 

were not used in this study. 
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Each DSP measure was determined for each step in the rearfoot and forefoot regions, in the 

prosthetic and intact limb and averaged across trials for each subject.  Only complete steps were 

analysed, with incomplete steps excluded from data analysis. 

 

Figure 16. Quantifying DSP Metrics in the Rearfoot. 

DSP qualifying data (shaded region) are determined as velocities below the threshold of 60% of the 

mean COP velocity and within the target rearfoot window of 10% and 50% of stance phase68.  Three 

DSP measures quantify this region.  DSP Time spent in the target region, as measured by percent stance 

time (outlined in green).  DSP Magnitude is quantified as the difference between the threshold and the 

minimum DSP qualifying sagittal COP velocity value quantified in mm/s and the corresponding time in 

percent stance (outlined in red).  DSP Progression is the integrated area of the DSP qualifying region 

(shaded region). 
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Figure 17. Quantifying DSP Metrics in the Forefoot. 

DSP qualifying data (shaded region) are determined as velocities below the threshold of 60% of the 

mean COP velocity and within the target forefoot window of 35% and 95% of stance phase.  Three DSP 

measures quantify this region, as described in Figure 16.   

 

3.4 Subject Recruitment 

The study recruitment strategy and protocol was approved by Queen’s Health Sciences and 

Affiliated Teaching Hospitals Research Ethics Board and informed consent was given by each 

participant prior to testing (Appendix D). 

Subjects were recruited from the collaborating prosthetic facility.  The recruitment strategy 

involved case identification by the collaborating clinician, followed by a telephone interview by 

the Principal Investigator, inviting the individual to participate in the study.  The prosthetist 

identified participants who met the inclusion criteria and had upcoming appointments that could 

potentially involve a change in alignment to the subject’s prosthetic limb.  
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Inclusion criteria for the study were: 

i. A transtibial prosthesis user for a minimum of 2 years, to ensure that the residual limb 

size was stable30 

ii. Between 20 and 89 years of age (7 deciles)  

iii. Have a well-fitting prosthetic system (socket) and good quality residual limb 

iv. Currently using a passive prosthetic foot  

v. Ambulate independently without the use of an assistive device  

vi. Not suffering any medical conditions (e.g. neurological, cardiovascular, metabolic 

disorder) that may put them at risk of injury or compromising their health 

Participants were excluded from the study if they had any musculoskeletal or neurological 

condition other than lower-limb amputation that affected their walking ability.  Participants who 

reported they had been advised to limit their physical exercise by a physician were also excluded 

from the study.  

 

3.5 Test Protocol 

Before the gait protocol, subject metadata were collected by the investigator and clinician, where 

residual limb length, pylon length, shoe size, foot length, sock ply, and prosthetic foot details 

were recorded.  The subject self-reported their height and weight, in addition to their gender and 

age.  After collection of anthropometric data, the subject was asked to rate the comfort of their 

socket for that day, using the Prosthetic Socket Fit Comfort Score, rating comfort from 0 (the 

most uncomfortable socket imaginable) to 10 (the most comfortable socket imaginable)69.  The 
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clinician was asked to rate the subject’s activity level using K-levels from K0 to K4 and identify 

if the subject presented neuropathy in the sound limb68.  K-levels were determined based on the 

following criteria68: 

K0- Does not have ability or potential to ambulate or transfer safely with or without 

 assistance. 

K1- Has the ability or potential to use a prosthesis for transfers or ambulation in level 

 surfaces at a fixed cadence.  Typical of the limited and unlimited household ambulator. 

K2- Has the ability or potential for ambulation with the ability to traverse low-level 

 environmental barriers such as curbs, stairs, or uneven surfaces.  Typical of the limited 

 community ambulator. 

K3- Has the ability or potential for ambulation with variable cadence.  Typical of the 

 community ambulator who has the ability to traverse most environmental barriers and 

 may have vocational, therapeutic, or exercise activity that demands prosthetic use beyond 

 simple locomotion. 

K4- Has the ability or potential for prosthetic ambulation that exceeds basic ambulation 

 skills, exhibiting high impact, stress, or energy levels.  Typical of the prosthetic demands 

 of a child, active adult, or athlete. 

Occasionally the clinician selected between K-levels when the descriptor did not appropriately 

match the subject’s activity level.  In such cases, K-levels were identified as “high” or “low”.  For 

instance, a “high K2-level” would be selected for a subject meeting all of the criteria of a K2-

level, and some, but not most of the higher-level environmental barriers of a K3-level. 
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Subjects provided and wore their own clothing and comfortable walking shoes during testing.  

Subjects practiced walking along the walkway and force plate position was adjusted based on 

observed stride length and width.  Subjects performed dynamic walking trials at their preferred 

self-selected walking speed, until five complete prosthetic and intact foot strikes on either force 

plate were recorded.  Video recordings from the sagittal and frontal views of the subject were 

completed for reference by the researcher during data processing.   

Phase 1: Face Validation  

In the first phase of the study, data were collected under two conditions: 1) pre-alignment and 2) 

post-alignment.  Pre-alignment data collection took place upon initial arrival to the subject’s 

appointment.  This condition took place under one of three different scenarios: 1) bench 

alignment, 2) current alignment, and 3) induced alignment.  The first scenario applied if the 

subject’s prosthetic alignment required a new foot device, or other significant change to 

componentry was required.  The prosthetist made the change before data collection began, and 

therefore, subjects completed the pre-alignment condition with their prosthetic limb in standard 

bench alignment.  The second scenario applied to subjects who did not require any changes to 

prosthetic componentry, but did require an alignment change based on visual gait assessment at 

the beginning of the appointment.  These subjects completed the pre-alignment condition with the 

alignment of the prosthesis that existed when arriving to the testing session.  This alignment was 

corrected during the post-alignment condition.  The third scenario applied if the subject did not 

fall into the first or second scenario.  The prosthetist induced a tolerable malalignment for the 

purposes of the study.  This malalignment was corrected during the post-alignment condition to 

the initial alignment of the prosthesis, as perceived to be appropriate by the clinician and subject.   

After completion of the pre-alignment condition, the patient completed their scheduled 

appointment with the prosthetist.  During this period, the prosthetist worked with the patient to 
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achieve target prosthetic alignment through observational gait analysis and verbal feedback from 

the patient.  After an endpoint alignment was established, subjects completed the post-alignment 

condition of data collection.  All changes to alignment for the pre-alignment and post-alignment 

conditions of data collection were recorded. 

Although subjects could present three different pre-alignment conditions, study aims were to 

determine if proposed DSP measures were sensitive to changes in alignment from two conditions.  

Therefore, the scenarios in which subjects presented pre-alignment conditions did not require 

consistency across all subjects.   

The study design was intended to compare DSP measures quantified in pre-alignment and post-

alignment conditions.  Correlations between quantified DSP measures were first evaluated using 

Pearson’s correlation coefficients as a method of reducing the number of measures required to 

quantify the phenomenon.  Comparisons of each measure were completed using the DSP 

measures quantified for each trial across both the pre-alignment and post-alignment conditions. 

Comparisons were determined using paired and unpaired t-test, with significance determined as 

p<0.05. 

Phase 2: Clinician Alignment Metrics 

 

In the second phase, the measures were determined for subjects with clinically acceptable 

performance at the endpoint of their alignment.  The intent was to provide the partnering 

prosthetist with quantifiable metrics that capture their clinical alignment goals.  At the endpoint 

alignment, the clinician and subjects confirmed their satisfaction with gait performance using 

standard clinical procedures through observational gait analysis and dialogue.  DSP measures 

were obtained for each subject across an average of five walking trials.  Descriptive statistics 

were obtained for each measure and cumulative distribution functions were used to obtain 90th 

percentile cut-offs to capture the endpoint alignment conditions of the partnering clinician.   
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Chapter 4 

Results and Discussion 

 

4.1 Walkway Integration with Clinical Setting 

Set up of the entire portable system required at least two people and took approximately 45 

minutes to assemble upon transportation to the facility.  Variations in subject stride length and 

width were accommodated with adjustments in force platform placement.  This feature proved to 

work well in this clinical setting, and was used four times across the eight subjects analysed.     

Collection of data with the assembled system required two people to operate the data acquisition 

computers and one individual to direct the subject through the protocol and collect metadatad.  

Capture of over-ground walking took approximately 10-15 minutes for each alignment condition, 

dependent on how many trials were required to capture data. 

Disassembly of the walkway took approximately 30 minutes including the time to load the 

equipment into a vehicle. 

 

4.2 Cohort Demographics 

The participating prosthetic facility was a private facility servicing lower-limb amputees of 

varying etiologies in the community.  Eight unilateral transtibial amputee subjects completed 

testing, where demographics are shown in Table 1.  The sample included seven males, and one 

                                                      

d Note that data collection involved the use of some additional equipment and measurement systems that 

were not used in this work.  Therefore, the time required to synchronize this equipment and complete data 

collection does not fully reflect the time required to utilize the equipment described. 
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female, with a mean age of 49.8 years (SD 12.4), height 177.3 cm (SD 9.4 cm), weight 80.2 kg 

(SD 18.2 kg).  Five subjects’ affected limbs were on the left side, and three on the right side.  The 

functional K-levels of the subjects ranged from K2-K4, including two K2-levels, two K3-levels 

and four K4-levels.  Amputation etiology included trauma, infection and vascular conditions, 

where four of the subjects had bilateral limb neuropathy.   

 

Table 1. Subject Demographics 

Subject Age (yrs) Gender Ht. (cm) Wt. (kg) Side K-level Etiology Neuropathy  

1 53 M 185 111.6 L K2 trauma Y 

2 57 M 188 77.1 L K4 trauma N 

3 34 M 173 65.8 L K4 trauma N 

4 40 M 180 90.7 L K3 infection Y 

5 39 M 180 71.2 R K4 trauma N 

6 54 M 169 89.8 R K4 trauma N 

7 73 F 160 51.7 L high K2 trauma Y 

8 48 M 183 83.9 R K3 vascular Y 

  

Subject residual limb interface details are shown in Table 2.  The mean residual limb length was 

14.1cm (SD 5.4 cm).  Suspension methods included sleeves, pin systems, elevated vacuum, 

sealing sleeves and a thigh lacer.  Mean socket comfort ratings for the day of data collection were 

a score of 8.9 (SD 1.1), which indicated generally healthy residual limb conditions. 
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Table 2. Residual Limb Interface Characteristics 

Subject Residual Limb Length 

(cm) 

Suspension  Sock Ply Socket comfort 

1 22.2 sleeve 7 8 

2 14 harmony® elevated vacuum ½  10 

3 10 sealing sleeve and expulsion valve 1 ½  9.5 

4 20.3 pin system 5 9 

5 6 elevated vacuum and thigh lacer 2 8 

6 16.5 pin system 5 9.9 

7 11 pin system 3 9.5 

8 13 elevated vacuum 0 7 

 

Subject prosthetic foot device details and alignment procedures are outlined in Table 3.  The 

prescribed foot devices of all subjects included passive dynamic keels, which are generally 

considered to be high-performance systems based on ESAR designs.  Two subjects completed the 

pre-alignment condition with the current alignment of their prosthesis, three subjects with bench 

alignment and three subjects with induced malalignment.  For the post-alignment condition, five 

subjects required dorsiflexion and three required plantar flexion sagittal prosthetic foot alignment.  

Three subjects required multi-plane alignment changes.  
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Table 3.  Prosthetic Foot and Limb Alignment Characteristics 

Subject Foot Model Weight 

Class 

Category 

Affected Foot 

Length (cm) 

Pre-Alignment  

(Baseline Alignment)  

Post-Alignment  

(Alignment Change)  

1 Ossur Flex Foot® 

Assure 

6 27 Current Dorsiflexion ½ turn; toe 

abduction 

2 Ottobock Triton® 3 28 Bench Dorsiflexion ½ turn; toe 

adduction; increase socket 

varus  ½ turn 

3 Ossur Flex Foot® 

Pro XC 

2 26 Induced Dorsiflexion 1 turn 

4 Ossur Flex Foot® 

Assure 

3 27 Current Plantar flexion ¾ turn 

5 Ossur Flex Foot® 

Pro XC 

4 27 Bench Plantar flexion 1 ½ turns 

6 Ossur Re-Flex 

Shock™ 

7 24 Bench Plantar flexion 1 ½ turns 

7 Ossur Vari-Flex® 1 23 Induced Dorsiflexion ½ turn 

8 Ossur Vari-Flex® 

Unity 

4 27 Induced Dorsiflexion ½ turn; 

adducted socket ¼ turn 

 

 

4.3 Data Reduction 

For each subject, there was variability in the number of accepted COP velocity progression 

waveforms for analysise.  Trials were excluded if a complete foot strike was not captured on the 

force plate or there was step cross-over between plates.  A target of five complete trials were to 

be collected for each subject.  However, the inability to obtain consistent force plate foot strikes 

with additional time constraints resulted in fewer trials collected in some subjects.  Overall, two 

to six trials were collected from each subject and the number of trials processed for each subject 

                                                      

e Interestingly, there were no incidents of negative COP progression velocity.  This is consistent with the 

observations of Klenow et al.11, and in contrast to the observations of De Asha et al.19. 
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are detailed in Appendix E.  For each selected waveform, each of the three DSP measures were 

calculated, and the average of each DSP measure determined across the qualifying waveforms.  

This resulted in three average DSP measures determined for each limb, across two alignment 

conditions in the rearfoot and forefoot, resulting in 24 mean values for each subject.   

4.4 Correlation of Measured Values 

Pearson’s correlations were performed between the three DSP measures within rearfoot and 

forefoot data.   Correlations were performed using values calculated for individual intact and 

affected limb steps in both pre-alignment and post-alignment conditions across subjects and 

summarized in Figure 18 and Figure 19.  In the analysis of pre-alignment and post-alignment 

rearfoot data, all three measures were correlated (p<0.05), however, differ in the amount of 

variance explained.  Correlations between DSP Magnitude versus DSP Time (Figure 18a) explain 

78% of the variance (n=132), with DSP Progression versus DSP Magnitude (Figure 18b) 

explaining 51% of the variance (n=132), and DSP Progression versus DSP Time (Figure 18c) 

explaining 37% of the variance (n=132).    

Analysis of Pearson’s correlations of pre-alignment and post-alignment forefoot data determined 

that DSP Progression versus DSP Time were correlated (p<0.05), explaining 76% of the variance 

(n=132) (Figure 19c).  No significant correlations were determined between DSP Progression 

versus DSP Magnitude (Figure 19b) and DSP Magnitude versus DSP Time (Figure 19a) within 

the forefoot data.   
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a. b. 

c. 

 

 

 

Figure 18. Correlations of the Three DSP Measures with R2 Values in the Rearfoot. 

4a) DSP Magnitude versus DSP Time graph displays a strong correlation with an R2 value of 0.78.  4b)  

DSP Progression versus DSP Magnitude displays a correlation with an R2 value of 0.51.  4c)  DSP 

Progression versus DSP Time displays a weak correlation with an R2 value of 0.37.  The highest 

correlation can be observed in DSP Magnitude versus DSP Time in the rearfoot.   
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a. b. 

c. 

 

 

 

Figure 19. Correlations of the Three DSP Metrics with R2 Values in the Forefoot. 

4a) DSP Magnitude versus DSP Time graph does not display a correlation, with an R2 value of 0.03.  4b)  

DSP Progression versus DSP Magnitude does not display a correlation with an R2 value of 0.03.  4c)  

DSP Progression versus DSP Time displays a strong correlation with an R2 value of 0.76.  The highest 

correlation can be observed in DSP Progression versus DSP Time in the forefoot.   

 

This analysis suggested that two measures can be used to quantify DSP; DSP Progression and 

DSP Magnitude.  From a theoretical perspective, DSP Progression includes aspects of two key 

parameters, being DSP Time (the width of the DSP qualifying region) and DSP Magnitude (the y-

value of the DSP qualifying region).  In addition, DSP Progression has an intuitive physical 

interpretation as the distance the COP progresses when the COP velocity is below a particular 

threshold.  Thus, DSP Progression is recommended as the most appropriate DSP measure for 

clinical use.  In addition, analysis of quantified DSP Magnitude across subject conditions did not 

show any appreciable differences from those reported with DSP Progression.  Therefore, the 
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remainder of results are reported with respect to DSP Progression.  Results for quantified DSP 

Magnitudes are provided in Appendix F for reference. 

 

4.5 Phase 1: Face Validation 

Symmetry of Intact and Affected Limbs 

It is recognized that a clinical goal of dynamic prosthetic gait is to achieve symmetry between the 

intact and affected limbs48.  Asymmetry between limbs for each alignment condition was 

determined from the difference between the DSP Progression of the intact and affected limb.  In 

order to compare the two conditions, it was necessary to first average the values for each subject 

across the trials for each condition.  The absolute difference between these averaged values was 

defined as the asymmetry of each subject.  If the absolute difference approached zero, then the 

calculated DSP Progression between the intact and affected limbs were similar, and therefore 

symmetrical.  In contrast, absolute difference values deviating from zero signified that DSP 

values between the intact and affected limbs became more asymmetrical.  The mean absolute 

difference was determined across the eight subjects for comparison of pre-alignment to post-

alignment in the rearfoot and forefoot, as shown in Figure 20.   

The standard error of the mean of quantified absolute asymmetry values are shown in Figure 20.  

Within subject variability across multiple trials showed that standard error of the mean values 

across subjects ranged from 0.05mm to 2.70mm in DSP Progression measures quantified in the 

rearfoot region.  In the forefoot region, standard error of the mean values ranged from 0.28mm to 

4.27mm.    

DSP Progression in the rearfoot had a mean absolute difference of 3.38mm (SEM±1.96mm) in 

the pre-alignment condition and 0.78mm (SEM±1.64mm) in the post-alignment condition, across 
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all eight subjects.  This difference was significant (p<0.05) in an unpaired t-test, which indicated 

that alignment significantly reduced asymmetry in the cohort.  However, this was not found in a 

paired t-test, which indicates these findings varied by subject.  This suggests the measure of DSP 

Progression symmetry is sensitive to capture alignment changes, although not predictive on a 

subject by subject basis. 

DSP Progression in the forefoot has a mean absolute difference of 7.19mm (SEM±2.41mm) in 

the pre-alignment condition and 6.84mm (SEM±3.21mm) in the post-alignment condition, across 

all eight subjects.  No significant difference was shown, suggesting that the DSP Progression 

symmetry is not sensitive to the alignment changes in the forefoot region.  

 

Figure 20. DSP Progression Asymmetry between Alignment Conditions in the Rearfoot and 

Forefoot. 

Absolute differences between intact and affected limbs in the rearfoot region are shown on the left.  

Difference in the pre-alignment condition (dark blue) and post-alignment condition (light blue) are 

plotted, with error bars identifying the standard error of the mean.  Within the rearfoot region, post-

alignment shows smaller absolute difference values than pre-alignment.  Similarly, absolute differences 

between limbs in the forefoot region are shown on the right.  No significant difference was evident 

between alignment conditions in the forefoot region.   
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Sagittal Alignment Changes 

A clinical objective of the dynamic alignment process is a prosthetic foot progression that quickly 

moves from the heel of the foot, to foot flat in the forefoot region.  It is reasoned that progression 

to foot flat allows forefoot keel loading, providing a longer loading portion of stance and period 

of stability.  As such, disruption to forward progression quantified as DSP in the rearfoot region is 

clinically unfavorable.  In the forefoot, however, it is recognized that COP velocity must decrease 

so that the prosthetic user can apply energy for deflection of the forefoot keel.  As such, DSP in 

the forefoot is thought to be clinically favorable.   

Target prosthetic foot progression from the rearfoot to forefoot region is dependent on alignment 

of the device and is influenced by the foot design and function.  In this study, the clinician 

performed subject specific alignment changes to improve gait based on observational gait 

analysis, standard to clinical practice.  By isolating alignment changes described in Table 3,  to 

changes in the sagittal plane, post-alignment can be characterized as dorsiflexion or plantar 

flexion, relative to the pre-aligned condition.   

Rearfoot Plantar Flexion (Figure 21).  Subjects 4, 5 and 6 had alignment changes that involved 

plantar flexion of their respective prosthetic foot.  Subjects 4 and 6 did not display DSP in the 

rearfoot.  However, Subject 5 displayed a significant decrease in DSP Progression of 77.1% in 

DSP from pre-alignment to post-alignment.  This is consistent with clinical observations, as 

plantar flexion of the foot encourages a quicker COP progression from rearfoot to forefoot, 

translating to less DSP quantified in the low velocity region of the rearfoot.  

Rearfoot Dorsiflexion (Figure 21).  Subjects 1, 2, 3, 7 and 8 had alignment changes involving 

dorsiflexion of the respective prosthetic foot.  None of these subjects had appreciable DSP 

Progression in the rearfoot region in pre-alignment.   With alignment, increased DSP Progression 

is observed in Subjects 1 and 3.  While these values are small, the trends are consistent with 
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clinical observations, as dorsiflexion of the foot encourages a slower forward progression from 

rearfoot to forefoot, translating to increased DSP in the rearfoot region. 

 

  

 

Figure 21.  Comparison of Alignment Conditions in Rearfoot DSP Progression of Affected limb. 

DSP Progression in the rearfoot region are plotted for each subject.  Quantified DSP Progression in pre-

alignment (dark orange) and post-alignment conditions (light orange) are plotted, with error bars 

identifying the standard error of the mean.  Subjects 1-4, 6-8 did not display significant DSP in the 

rearfoot region.  Subject 5 displays DSP in the rearfoot region, with significant changes from pre-

alignment to post-alignment. 

* Statistically significant difference (p<0.05) 

D-Subjects with dorsiflexion alignment changes 

P-Subjects with plantar flexion alignment changes 
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Forefoot Plantar Flexion (Figure 22).  Subjects 4, 5 and 6 had alignment changes that involved 

plantar flexion of their respective prosthetic foot.  Subject 5 did not display DSP in the forefoot 

region of the affected limb.  Subject 6 displayed a significant increase (p<0.05) in DSP of 61.6% 

from pre-alignment to post-alignment and Subject 4 showed similar trends, but these were not 

significant.  These findings confirm clinical objectives, as an increase in plantar flexion alignment 

would result in quicker foot flat and increased deflection of the forefoot of the prosthetic keel.  

For this deflection to occur, progression enters a low velocity region, allowing the user to dwell 

as force is applied.  As such, plantar flexion would result in an increased occurrence of forefoot 

DSP, captured in DSP Progression.   

Forefoot Dorsiflexion (Figure 22).  Subjects 1, 2, 3, 7 and 8 had alignment changes involving 

dorsiflexion.  Subjects 1, 7 and 8 displayed significant decreases in DSP Progression of 74.6%, 

18.6% and 27.1% respectively.  This is consistent with the clinical intent, as dorsiflexion of the 

prosthetic foot would result in a less rapid forward progression, and less deflection of the forefoot 

keel.  As such, dorsiflexion alignment would decrease quantified DSP Progression.  Subject 2 did 

not show a significant decrease in forefoot DSP with dorsiflexion.  In contrast, a trend towards an 

increased DSP was observed that may be related to the complex alignment changes in this 

subject, which included foot dorsiflexion and adduction, in addition to socket varus alignment. 
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Figure 22. Comparison of Alignment Conditions in Forefoot DSP Progression of Affected Limb 

DSP Progression in the forefoot region are plotted for each subject.  Quantified DSP Progression in 

pre-alignment (dark orange) and post-alignment conditions (light orange) are plotted, with error bars 

identifying the standard error of the mean.  Subjects 5 does not display DSP in the forefoot region.  The 

remaining subjects display DSP in the forefoot region, with significant differences from pre-alignment to 

post-alignment quantified in Subjects 1, 6, 7 and 8.   

* Statistically significant difference (p<0.05) 

D-Subjects with dorsiflexion alignment changes 

P-Subjects with plantar flexion alignment changes 
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4.6 Phase 2: Development of Clinician Alignment Metrics 

The face validation of Phase 1 confirmed the sensitivity of DSP measures in capturing the 

changes typical of alignment in clinical practice.  The aim of Phase 2 was to determine DSP 

measures for subjects with clinically acceptable performance at the endpoint of their alignment, 

quantified during the post-alignment condition.  The intent was to provide the partnering 

prosthetist with quantifiable metrics which captured their clinical alignment goals.  Clinician 

metrics were defined to assess the performance of the prosthesis user in reference to quantified 

endpoint DSP measures.  It is recognized that there are psychological factors that influence 

patient and clinician satisfaction at this endpoint, however, these were not addressed directly. 

This study design investigated the presence of DSP in two key regions of stance phase in amputee 

gait: the rearfoot and forefoot region.  Rearfoot DSP is generally considered to be undesirable as 

it reduces gait efficacy.  In contrast, forefoot DSP, is understood to be desirable as it contributes 

to forward propulsion.  In quantifying DSP metrics there are two factors to be considered; the 

first being the sensitivity of the metrics in detecting non-zero values, and the second being the 

specificity of the metrics in determining if the values quantified are clinically significant. 

Rearfoot DSP Progression 

There were limited observations of DSP values in the rearfoot.  Of the 150 trials processed across 

subjects, only 36 had rearfoot DSP Progression values greater than zero.  This is appropriate as 

the presence of this measure is not understood to have a biomechanical advantage to prosthesis 

users19.  Quantified pre-alignment rearfoot DSP values only displayed significant non-zero values 

in the intact limb of Subject 2 (9.8mm) (p<0.05) and the affected limb of Subject 5 (14.3mm) 

(p<0.05).  With alignment, significant non-zero DSP was observed in the affected limb of Subject 

5 (3.3 mm).  Alignment eliminated DSP in Subject 2, however, with few observations, the system 

has limited sensitivity to change.  
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In evidence based practice, clinical outcome measures have determined Minimal Clinically 

Important Differences (MCID) or Minimum Detectable Changes (MDC), which determine if a 

clinical intervention has a significant effect on measures quantified from the patient.  Clinically 

important differences can be established by considering the endpoint of the alignment process.  In 

this study design, data collected in the post-alignment condition were those of gait which was 

satisfactory of both the patient and the clinician.  As such, DSP quantified during this condition 

should be clinically acceptable.   

By the definition of DSP Progression, negative values are not possible, and because the target 

value is zero in the rearfoot, endpoint DSP Progression values do not result in a normal 

distribution.  As such, a cumulative distribution function was used to determine a 90th percentile 

cut-off to establish a metric to quantify the clinical alignment goals of the clinician, as shown in 

Figure 23.  First, six 1-mm bins from 0mm to 6mm were established across quantified endpoint 

rearfoot DSP Progression.  Cumulative probability was plotted against the upper class boundary, 

which is the highest value within the established bins.  A cubic curve fit of the function was used 

to determine a 90th percentile value of 3.95mm70.  A conservative value of 4.0mm was established 

as the metric, above which clinically significant DSP Progression is quantified for the partnering 

prosthetist.  The limitations of this metric is that the value cannot be applied as an MCID or 

MCD.  DSP in the rearfoot region is not commonly observed in this study, and when detected, 

alignment produces a DSP Progression below 4mm.  In addition, this metric is specific to the 

partnering prosthetist, and cannot be extended to the endpoint alignments of other clinicians.  
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Figure 23.  Cumulative Distribution Function of Rearfoot DSP Progression Data 

Cumulative distribution function of quantified alignment endpoint rearfoot DSP Progression was used to 

establish a clinical metric for the partnering prosthetist.  Bins from 0mm to 6mm are established across 

quantified endpoint rearfoot DSP Progression.  Cumulative probability is plotted against the upper class 

boundary, which is the highest value within the established bins.  A cubic curve fit of the function with 

an R2 value of 0.99 was used to determine a 90th percentile value of 3.95mm of DSP Progression. 

 

Metrics were also established for clinically significant asymmetry of rearfoot DSP Progression 

between contralateral limbs quantified at the endpoint alignment.  Mean endpoint DSP 

Progression values of the intact and affected limbs, along with corresponding standard error of 

mean values across averaged trials (n) are shown in Table 4.  Absolute asymmetry values across 

subjects were quantified between mean intact and affected DSP Progression values.  Seven 

subjects showed mean asymmetry values less than 1.1 mm.  Across the quantified asymmetries of 

the eight subjects, the largest value can be observed to be 3.3mm.  Therefore, a conservative 

estimate was established at 3.5mm, above which clinically significant asymmetry is quantified for 

the partnering prosthetists.   
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Table 4.  Endpoint DSP Progression and Asymmetry of Subjects 

 
Intact Affected Asymmetry 

(mm)  
DSP Progression 

(mm) 

SEM n DSP Progression 

(mm) 

SEM n 

Subject 1 0.00 0.00 2 0.62 0.62 3 0.62 

Subject 2 1.27 1.27 5 0.22 0.16 6 1.05 

Subject 3 0.80 0.47 5 1.86 0.80 5 1.07 

Subject 4 0.22 0.20 6 0.00 0.00 6 0.22 

Subject 5 0.00 0.00 5 3.28 0.57 5 3.28 

Subject 6 0.00 0.00 6 0.00 0.00 6 0.00 

Subject 7 0.00 0.00 4 0.00 0.00 5 0.00 

Subject 8 0.00 0.00 4 0.00 0.00 4 0.00 

 

Forefoot DSP Progression 

Analysis of forefoot DSP alignment difference in the intact and affected limbs presented different 

metrics clinically.  As alignment changes are applied to the prosthesis fitted on the affected limb, 

quantified metrics may be interpreted as the adjustment metric.  As overall gait is affected by 

these changes, including the intact limb, DSP measures quantified in the intact limb can be 

interpreted as performance metrics. 

The clinician specific performance metric is captured in the intact limb by an average increase in 

DSP Progression of 4mm with alignment.  In a paired t-test analysis, the relationship is 

significant (p<0.05) on a patient by patient basis.  However, across the population, the same 

findings are not displayed, as an un-paired t-test analysis was not significant.  The lack of 

significance across the population may be explained by a large range in DSP values between 

subjects.  However, it is important to note that decreases in the performance metric were only 

measured in Subject 3, with increased values quantified in the remaining subjects.   

Quantified differences in DSP Progression between alignment conditions in the affected limb 

displayed an adjustment metric with an overall average increase with alignment, greater than that 
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detected in the intact limb.   However, these findings do not show a significant difference 

between conditions with paired or un-paired t-tests.  Adjustment metric values variably increase 

or decrease from pre to post-alignment, which likely reflects the clinician’s strategy for alignment 

for the individual subject.  A key clinical strategy in unilateral transtibial amputee gait is 

symmetry between limbs, which can be manipulated with prosthetic alignment.  It is possible that 

variability in quantified adjustment metrics may be in response to movement towards gait 

symmetry as measured in forefoot DSP between the intact and affected limbs. 
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Chapter 5 

Translation of Research Outcomes 

 

Amputee gait is highly variable between individuals due to factors such as subject metadata, 

residual limb length, amputation etiology, activity level, and device type.  These variables result 

in unique gait patterns and compensation mechanisms among prosthesis users.  As a result, 

prosthetic clinical practice is specific to each patient as the clinician and patient work towards 

achieving optimal gait. 

The aim of this study was to isolate the effects of alignment on DSP through two phases.  In the 

first phase, a face validation was undertaken and confirmed the sensitivity of the measures in 

detecting alignment changes.  In the second phase, measures were determined for the endpoint 

alignment of subjects and clinical alignment goals of the partnering prosthetist were captured 

with quantifiable metrics.  These phases were completed with two key objectives.  The first 

objective was to develop a method for the determination of DSP in a clinical setting.  The second 

objective of this work was to quantify the effect of sagittal alignment on COP progression 

velocity and specifically, to determine whether the quantified outcomes reflect the clinical goals 

for alignment. 

To develop a strategy to translate the findings of this study into clinical practice, research 

outcomes were evaluated to determine: 1) the practicality of the measurement method, and 2) 

whether DSP metrics captured clinically important differences or changes based on case reviews 

for each subject.  This also included the development of a reporting tool to be implemented in 

clinical practice. 
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5.1 Evaluation of Walkway Integration 

Integration of the walkway system as an experimental activity in a clinical setting did not appear 

to affect the workflow of the patient appointment beyond the additional time spent to capture 

patient data.  However, implementation of such a system for primary use by a clinician would not 

be practical.  With an assembly time of 45 minutes and data collection ranging from 10-15 

minutes for each alignment condition, the required time is not acceptable for clinical workflow.  

Typically, appointments scheduled between a patient and clinician are 45-60 minutes in duration.  

Additional time of 20-30 minutes to capture data across alignment conditions would not fit within 

the structure of clinical time billed, and would result in additional time required by the patient.   

Based on observational gait analysis completed by the clinician, patients of higher K-levels did 

not display any difficulty in accommodating to the walking surface.  However, those with low K-

levels and cautious, uneven step-length on normal walking surfaces also displayed these gait 

patterns on the walkway.  This resulted in amplified gait deviations observed by the clinician and 

researchers during ramp transitions, and may present an unrealistic testing environment for these 

patients. 

   

5.2 Clinical Guidelines Framework 

To determine the practicality of translation into clinical practice, the clinical partner of this study 

was engaged in a review of the patients involved, on a case by case basis.  The objective of this 

review was to determine if the DSP Progression metrics reflected the clinical goals of the 

prosthetist and whether it provided any knowledge that could be used to improve clinical practice.   

The development of the case by case analysis involved two stages.  First, the data were presented 

in a summary form to the participating clinician and observations regarding clinical objectives 
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and alignments were recorded.  In the second phase, the researcher reflected on these comments 

to integrate them with the scientific findings from Chapter 4.  After this, a reporting format was 

developed as a tool for clinical record keeping related to DSP measurements and alignments.  The 

format of this tool is outlined in Appendix Gf.  

Each case is presented with a qualitative assessment of the relationship of DSP metrics and 

clinical alignment objectives.  Comments from the researcher and clinician are included where 

relevant.  Although sagittal alignment changes were only analysed in this work, all adjustments 

made by the clinician were noted. 

 

 

Expected Outcomes 

This study design investigated the presence of DSP in two key regions of stance phase in amputee 

gait: the first incidence of DSP focusing on the rearfoot region of stance, and the second, the 

forefoot region.  Although both incidences of DSP are quantified the same, rearfoot DSP is 

generally considered to be undesirable as it reduces gait efficiency, in contrast to forefoot DSP, 

which is understood to be desirable as it contributes to forward propulsion.   

Use of the DSP Progression measure captured patient specific sagittal alignment interventions, 

quantified in DSP rearfoot and forefoot regions.  Dorsiflexion of the prosthetic foot device 

relative to the shank is expected to result in increased DSP in the rearfoot region, with decreased 

forefoot DSP, translating to a slower progression from rearfoot to forefoot and decreased forefoot 

lever loading.  Plantar flexion of the prosthetic foot is expected to result in a decrease DSP in the 

                                                      

f The colours used in the reporting tool do not correspond to data shown in figures found in Chapter 4 or 5. 
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rearfoot region and increased DSP in the forefoot region, where alignment encourages a quicker 

progression from rearfoot to forefoot, and greater forefoot loading.   

 

Clinical Significance of Clinician DSP Metrics 

Rearfoot DSP Progression.  Based on rearfoot DSP present in post-alignment, a cumulative 

distribution function was used to determine a 90th percentile cut-off to establish a metric to 

quantify the clinical alignment goals of the clinician.  From this, a maximum value of 4mm, 

above which clinically significant DSP Progression is quantified.   

Rearfoot DSP Progression Symmetry.  Analysis of mean absolute difference values between 

intact and affected limbs determined a value of approximately 3.5mm, above which clinically 

significant asymmetry is quantified. 

Forefoot DSP Progression Changes. Analysis of forefoot DSP Progression showed DSP in the 

intact limb significantly increased with alignment, with an average increase of 4mm.  In the 

affected limb, DSP variably increased or decreased in response to the clinical alignment strategy 

for the individual subject.   

 

Case by Case Analysis 

The case by case analysis is presented in a format to highlight the findings in pre-alignment and 

post-alignment.  Relevant subject metadata are highlighted, followed by findings based on the 

clinically significant values developed in this study.  A summary of DSP Progression in the 

rearfoot and forefoot regions of each subject can be referenced in Figure 24 and Figure 25, and 

are detailed in case by case reports.   
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Figure 24.  Summary of Rearfoot DSP Progression Across Subjects  

DSP Progression in the rearfoot region are plotted for each subject.  Data are plotted for the intact (blue) 

and affected limbs (orange), where quantified DSP Progression in pre-alignment (dark blue and dark 

orange) and post-alignment (light blue and light orange) are plotted, with error bars identifying the 

standard error of the mean.   

 

 

Figure 25. Summary of Forefoot DSP Progression Across Subjects.  

DSP Progression in the forefoot region are plotted for each subject.  Data are plotted for the intact (blue) 

and affected limbs (orange), where quantified DSP Progression in pre-alignment (dark blue and dark 

orange) and post-alignment (light blue and light orange) are plotted, with error bars identifying the 

standard error of the mean.  
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Subject 1 

Subject 1 was a left-limb amputee of traumatic etiology, with a K2 activity level and neuropathy 

in the intact limb.  With this subject, the rearfoot showed acceptable DSP and symmetry, 

consistent with acceptable clinical objectives.  In the forefoot, DSP moved towards symmetry 

with intervention, although the observed forefoot DSP change was less than the average in the 

intact limb of other subjects.   

 

 

Intact Affected Asymmetry Intact Affected Asymmetry

Pre-alignment <4 <4 <3.5 3.0 9.6 6.6

Post-alignment <4 <4 <3.5 6.1 2.4 3.7

Change ― ― ― 3.1 -7.2 2.9

Adjustments

Comments

Summary

Clinician Comments

Overall net forefoot symmetry was achieved between limbs with changes in 

alignment.

Researcher Comments

Forefoot DSP symmetry improved by 3.0mm, which supports clinician 

observation.

Forefoot DSP of the intact limb increased slightly below the expected value 

with alignment (3.0mm vs 4.0mm), which may correspond to the presence of 

neuropathy in the intact limb.  In addition, forefoot asymmetry between limbs 

in both alignment conditions may be attributed to neuropathy in the intact 

limb and low K-level.  

From current alignment:

1. ½ Turn dorsiflexion

2. Foot abduction   

DSP Progression

(mm)

Rearfoot Forefoot

1. No significant DSP, indicating 

acceptable progression and symmetry.

1.  Pre: Primary loading of the forefoot 

keel occurred in the affected limb. 

2.  Post: Forefoot DSP of the intact limb 

increased with intervention, slightly 

below the expected 4mm increase.

3.  Post: Affected limb forefoot DSP 

decreased with intervention.  
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Subject 2 

Subject 2 was a left-limb amputee of traumatic etiology, with a K4 activity level.  With this 

subject, the rearfoot showed acceptable DSP and symmetry after alignment interventions, 

consistent with acceptable clinical objectives.  In the forefoot, DSP in the intact limb increased 

with intervention, corresponding with observations in other subjects.  However, this subject 

demonstrated the limitations of the applied clinical metrics, as they did not capture the goals of 

alignment.  

 

 

Intact Affected Asymmetry Intact Affected Asymmetry

Pre-alignment 9.8 <4 9.7 4.0 5.2 1.2

Post-alignment <4 <4 <3.5 8.1 7.0 1.1

Change ↓ ― ↓ 4.1 1.8 0.1

Adjustments

Comments

Summary

Clinician Comments

The first approach in alignment were adjustments in the frontal plane to 

address socket comfort.  The second and third changes addressed alignment 

changes in the foot.  The combined alignment changes worked to control DSP.  

The second alignment change in the transverse plane adducted the foot to 

adjust the trajectory of the COP to optimize forefoot loading.  Even though 

sagittal alignment changes included dorsiflexion of the foot, increased 

forefoot DSP was observed, which is counterintuitive, where decreased 

forefoot DSP is expected.  However, because the combined alignment changes 

included adjustment of the foot in the transverse plane, the more optimal foot 

alignment in this plane allowed for increased loading.  

Researcher Comments

This case demonstrates that although satisfaction of the clinical metrics was 

observed with alignment, the clincial goals of alignment were not captured.  

Although metrics were satisfied with alignment intervention, expected 

outcomes of dorsiflexion alignment changes would include increased rearfoot 

DSP and decreased forefoot DSP, where the opposite outcome was observed.  

This demonstrates the influence of alignment changes in all planes on the 

presence of DSP.

DSP Progression

(mm)

Rearfoot Forefoot

From bench alignment:

1. ½ Turn increase socket varus.   

2. Foot adduction 

3. ½ Turn dorsiflexion

1. Pre: Intact DSP can be interpreted as 

pausing in COP progression for 

stabilization.     

2.  Post: No significant DSP, indicating 

acceptable progression and symmetry 

with intervention.                                                         

1. Post: Forefoot DSP of the intact limb 

increased with intervention, 

corresponding to the expected 4mm 

increase.

2. Forefoot DSP of the affected limb 

increased with intervention.  
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Subject 3 

Subject 3 was a left-limb amputee of traumatic etiology, with a K4 activity level.  With this 

subject, acceptable DSP and symmetry were observed in the rearfoot, consistent with acceptable 

clinical objectives.  In the forefoot, DSP moved towards symmetry with intervention, although 

observed forefoot DSP of the intact limb decreased, in contrast to an expected increase.  

 

 

Intact Affected Asymmetry Intact Affected Asymmetry

Pre-alignment <4 <4 <3.5 3.7 1.6 2.1

Post-alignment <4 <4 <3.5 0.4 0.7 0.3

Change ― ― ― -3.3 -0.9 1.8

Adjustments

Comments

Summary

Researcher Comments

Clinically acceptable DSP was observed in the rearfoot.  Primary forefoot 

loading was observed in the intact limb in pre-alignment, with 2.1mm of 

assymetry.  Decreased forefoot DSP with alignment suggests that less forefoot 

loading is required by the subject, with a more symmetrical response in post-

alignment.

DSP Progression

(mm)

Rearfoot Forefoot

From induced alignment:

1. 1 Turn dorsiflexion

1. No significant DSP, indicating 

acceptable progression and symmetry.

1.  Pre: Primary loading of the forefoot 

occurred in the intact limb. 

2. Post: Forefoot DSP of the intact limb 

decreased with intervention, not 

corresponding with the expected 4mm 

increase.

3. Post: Affected limb forefoot DSP 

decreased with intervention
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Subject 4 

Subject 4 was a left-limb amputee of infection-induced etiology, with a K3 activity level, and 

bilateral neuropathy.  With this subject, the rearfoot showed acceptable DSP and symmetry, 

consistent with acceptable clinical objectives.  In the forefoot, DSP deviated from symmetry after 

intervention, although observed forefoot DSP increase in the intact limb corresponded to the 

expected value. 

 

 

Intact Affected Asymmetry Intact Affected Asymmetry

Pre-alignment <4 <4 <3.5 13.7 10.5 3.2

Post-alignment <4 <4 <3.5 19.3 15.0 4.3

Change ― ― ― 5.6 4.5 -1.1

Adjustments

Comments

Summary

Clinician Comments

This patient has neuropathy bilaterally in their limbs, and as a result has 

inconsistent foot placement and step length.  

Researcher Comments

The patient displayed clinically acceptable Rearfoot DSP.  Alignment increased 

forefoot asymmetry (3.2mm vs 4.3mm) and increased intact forefoot DSP 

above the expected value (5.6mm vs 4.0mm).  Forefoot asymmetry between 

limbs in both alignment conditions may be attributed to neuropathy and gait 

deviations, as observed by the clinician.

DSP Progression

(mm)

Rearfoot Forefoot

From current alignment:

1.  ¾ Plantar flexion turn 

1. No significant DSP, indicating 

acceptable progression and symmetry.

1.  Pre: Primary loading of the forefoot 

occurred in the intact limb. 

2.  Post: Forefoot DSP of the intact limb 

increased with intervention, 

exceeding  the expected 4mm 

increase.

3. Affected limb forefoot DSP 

increased with intervention.
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Subject 5 

Subject 5 was a right-limb amputee of traumatic etiology, with a K4 activity level.  With this 

subject, the rearfoot showed acceptable DSP and symmetry after intervention, consistent with 

acceptable clinical objectives.  In the forefoot, DSP was only observed in the intact limb, 

increasing with intervention and exceeding the expected increase.  This subject displayed 

compensation strategies as a result of short residual limb length and thigh lacer suspension 

system. 

 

Intact Affected Asymmetry Intact Affected Asymmetry

Pre-alignment <4 14.3 14.3 15.0 0.0 15.0

Post-alignment <4 <4 <3.5 28.1 0.0 28.1

Change ― ↓ ↓ 13.1 0.0 -13.1

Adjustments

Comments

Summary

Clinician Comments

This subject’s device has a thigh lacer with upright joints and a thigh corset.  

This feature of their suspension affects the rollover of the foot and the overall 

progression of the limb.  Once the joint is extended fully, the limb progresses 

forward, requiring less control of the prosthetic socket.

Researcher Comments

Overall, it can be observed that Subject 5 displays compensation mechanisms 

that change throughout stance phase.  In rearfoot, compensation is observed 

with DSP only present in the affected limb, which progresses to DSP only 

observed in the intact limb in the forefoot region.  With alignment, clinical 

symmetry is observed in the rearfoot, with DSP deviating from symmetry with 

alignment in the forefoot (15.0mm vs 28.1mm).  Increased loading of the intact 

limb with alignment can translate to propulsion power, where alignment 

optimizes this phase of gait.  In addition, this increase in intact DSP is well 

above the expected increase (13.1mm vs 4.0mm).  Unique compensation 

mechanisms such as this may be attributed to the subject’s short residual limb 

of 6 cm and associated suspension system, as described by the prosthetist.  It is 

clinically suggested that subjects with shorter residual limbs compensate more 

than those with more optimal limb lengths.  

DSP Progression

(mm)

Rearfoot Forefoot

From bench alignment:

1. 1½ turns plantar flexion

  

1. Pre: Affected limb DSP can be 

interpreted as pausing in COP 

progression for stabilization.     

2.  Post: No significant DSP, indicating 

acceptable progression and symmetry 

with intervention.                                                         

1. Pre: Primary loading of the forefoot 

occurred in the intact limb.

2. Post: Forefoot DSP of the intact limb 

increased with intervention, 

exceeding the expected 4mm 

increase.

3. No DSP is observed in the affected 

limb. 
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Subject 6 

Subject 6 was a right-limb amputee of traumatic etiology, with a K4 activity level.  With this 

subject, the rearfoot showed acceptable DSP and symmetry, consistent with acceptable clinical 

objectives.  In the forefoot, DSP deviated from symmetry after intervention, although observed 

forefoot DSP changes were slightly below the average increase in the intact limb of other 

subjects.   

 

Intact Affected Asymmetry Intact Affected Asymmetry

Pre-alignment <4 <4 <3.5 10.0 10.8 0.8

Post-alignment <4 <4 <3.5 13.9 17.5 3.6

Change ― ― ― 3.9 6.7 -2.8

Adjustments

Comments

Summary

Clinician Comments

Alignment of this subject’s device produced increased forefoot loading with 

increased assymmetry (0.8mm vs 3.6mm).  This patient has a very durable 

residual limb that can tolerate a great amount of pressure.  This patient looks 

for even more of a forefoot loading response from their prosthesis, as they 

prefer that amount of pressure in the forefoot.  They also prefer less heel 

loading and more forefoot loading with alignment, as reflected in the findings.

Researcher Comments

This subject displays clincally acceptable rearfoot DSP.  Intact forefoot DSP 

increases with alignment, slightly below the expected response (3.9mm vs 

4.0mm).  Forefoot assymetry is observed to increase with alignment (0.8mm vs 

3.6mm), a result of the patient preferences described by the prosthetist.

DSP Progression

(mm)

Rearfoot Forefoot

From bench alignment:

1. 1½ Turns plantar flexion

1. No significant DSP, indicating 

acceptable progression and symmetry.

1.  Post: Forefoot DSP of the intact limb 

increased with intervention, slightly 

below the expected 4mm increase.

2.  Affected limb forefoot DSP 

increased with intervention  
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Subject 7 

Subject 7 was a left-limb amputee of traumatic etiology, with a high K2 activity level, and 

neuropathy in the intact limb.  With this subject, rearfoot showed acceptable DSP and symmetry, 

consistent with acceptable clinical objectives.  In the forefoot, DSP moved towards symmetry 

with intervention, although observed forefoot DSP were slightly below the average increase in the 

intact limb of other subjects.   

 

 

Intact Affected Asymmetry Intact Affected Asymmetry

Pre-alignment <4 <4 <3.5 2.7 12.3 9.6

Post-alignment <4 <4 <3.5 6.5 10.0 3.5

Change ― ― ― 3.8 -2.3 6.1

Adjustments

Comments

Summary

Researcher Comments

Forefoot DSP of the intact limb increased slightly below the expected value 

with alignment (3.8mm vs 4.0mm), which may correspond to the presence of 

neuropathy in the intact limb.  In addition, forefoot asymmetry between limbs 

in both alignment conditions may be attributed to neuropathy in the intact 

limb and low K-level.  However, forefoot asymmetry did improve with 

alignment (9.6mm vs 3.5mm).  

DSP Progression

(mm)

Rearfoot Forefoot

From induced alignment:

1. ½ Turn dorsiflexion

1. No significant DSP, indicating 

acceptable progression and symmetry.

1.  Pre: Primary loading of the forefoot 

keel occurred in the affected limb.

2.  Post: Forefoot DSP of the intact limb 

increased with intervention, slightly 

below the expected 4mm increase.

3. Affected limb forefoot DSP 

decreased with intervention  
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Subject 8 

Subject 8 was a right-limb amputee of vascular etiology, with a K3 activity level, and neuropathy 

in the intact limb.  With this subject, rearfoot showed acceptable DSP and symmetry, consistent 

with acceptable clinical objectives.  In the forefoot, DSP moved towards symmetry with 

intervention, although observed forefoot DSP were below the average increase in the intact limb 

of other subjects.   

 

Intact Affected Asymmetry Intact Affected Asymmetry

Pre-alignment <4 <4 <3.5 8.2 27.2 19.0

Post-alignment <4 <4 <3.5 9.6 19.9 10.3

Change ― ― ― 1.4 -7.3 8.7

Adjustments

Comments

Summary

Researcher Comments

It could be suggested that forefoot asymmetry between limbs in both 

alignment conditions may be attributed to neuropathy in the intact limb.  

However, forefoot asymmetry is observed to decrease with alignment 

(19.0mm vs 10.3mm).  In addition, increased DSP in the intact limb is well 

below expected values (1.4mm vs 4.0mm), where this lack of increased 

forefoot DSP could be attributed to neuropathy of the intact limb.  

DSP Progression

(mm)

Rearfoot Forefoot

From induced alignment:

1. ½  turn dorsiflexion

2. ¼ turn socket adduction 

1. No significant DSP, indicating 

acceptable progression and symmetry.

1.  Pre: Primary loading of the forefoot 

keel occurred in the affected limb.

2.  Post: Forefoot DSP of the intact limb 

increased with intervention, below 

the expected 4mm increase.

3.  Affected limb forefoot DSP 

decreased with intervention  
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5.3 Clinical Implications 

Simple Alignment 

Based on the assessments of each subject through this analysis, it can be determined that DSP 

Progression is sensitive to the clinical intent of sagittal alignment changes.  In most subjects (1, 3-

8), DSP in the rearfoot and forefoot regions reflected the clinical goals of sagittal alignment, as 

confirmed by the participating clinician.   

Complex Alignment 

Subject 2 had a complex alignment in which two planes were involved.  Although quantified 

rearfoot DSP metrics fell below suggested clinically significant thresholds, these did not 

correspond to the expected response for a dorsiflexion alignment change.  However, the outcome 

of alignment resulted in clinically optimal forefoot keel loading.  The presence and magnitude of 

DSP is not only affected by sagittal alignment changes, but also alignment in the frontal and 

transverse planes.  The outcome of alignment is the combined effect of multiple alignment 

changes, rather than the sequential effect of individual changes.   

Neuropathy 

In patients with neuropathy, the measures of DSP metrics are highly variable.  Limb neuropathy 

results in reduced sensation, which may result in more cautious gait.  As such, alignment goals of 

neuropathic patients may not always satisfy expected changes in observed forefoot DSP.  For 

example, subjects may not always show increased intact forefoot DSP and forefoot symmetry. 

Compensation 

The DSP metrics are influenced by compensation strategies in some patients.  For example, 

forefoot DSP was only observed in the intact limb of Subject 5, which was likely a result of short 

residual limb length and unique suspension system.  In contrast, Subject 6 demonstrated high 
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forefoot DSP in the affected limb, which corresponded to the patient’s ability to tolerate high 

socket loads.   

Prosthetic Keel Selection 

Across the eight subjects participating in this study, some subjects shared the same prescribed 

foot designs.  An analysis of DSP Progression in post-alignment in the both the intact and 

affected limbs did not show similarities in findings across the same foot designs.  This may 

demonstrate that patient-specific factors influence the presence of DSP, corresponding to the 

findings of De Asha et al19.  Therefore, the quantified DSP values of one subject fit with a device 

do not provide insight to prescription of the same device for other patients based on quantified 

DSP, and overall perceived “smoothness” of progression. 

Although quantified DSP does not provide insight on device selection which is transferrable 

across subjects, it may aid in device selection for an individual patient.  The suggested clinical 

metrics may provide a clinical tool in determining when alignment changes have been exhausted 

in the attenuation of DSP.  For example, if gait progression and symmetry are not satisfactory to 

the clinician and user after multiple alignment changes have been established, the threshold 

values of rearfoot DSP and symmetry could be referenced.  If the patient displays clinically 

significant DSP, then it may suggest that there are limitations in the interaction of the patient and 

the functionality of the selected prosthetic device, and a new device may be considered.   

In this study, the participating clinician discussed the benefit of having standardized COP velocity 

waveforms associated with each foot design for optimal alignment.  With these reference 

waveforms, clinicians would be aware of the expected DSP ranges throughout stance, as outlined 

by the manufacturer.  As such, the clinician would be aware of the limitations in device 

functionality with respect to design in determining the consideration of different keel designs 

when alignment changes are not sufficient in minimizing DSP.  
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Justification to Funders 

One outcome of the provision of clinically relevant metrics is to support device prescription in 

justification for higher performance devices to funders.  Although Ontario funding structures 

provide 75% coverage through ADP, those patients who submit remaining portions of funding to 

private insurers or WSIB require justification of prescription from the prosthetist for these 

devices.  With little biomechanical evidence to support prescription of high-end dynamic keels, 

the inability to achieve alignment which meets the suggested clinical metrics may provide 

meaningful quantitative evidence.   

 

Training 

 

An interesting application of these metrics could be as a training tool for student prosthetists to 

confirm the learning outcomes of training.  The quantification of DSP would provide evidence of 

implemented alignment changes, and help the trainee develop skills in observational gait analysis 

with dynamic alignment.  This may be particularly valuable in assessing the outcomes of complex 

adjustments, such as Subject 2. 
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Chapter 6 

Conclusion and Future Work 

 

Manufacturers often advertise dynamic prosthetic keel designs that ensure smooth progression to 

eliminate “dead spot”20.  However, prosthetists argue that this feature can be corrected with 

proper alignment.  Recently, Klenow et al. developed a method to quantify the dead-spot 

phenomenon (DSP) in the rearfoot of stance, investigating the effect of different dynamic keel 

types on the presence of DSP in the affected limb of unilateral prosthesis users11.  However, there 

is limited literature addressing this phenomenon, and no literature investigating the interaction of 

alignment and DSP.  In addition, no known literature addresses the presence of DSP in both the 

intact and affected limbs of unilateral transtibial prosthesis users, along with the presence of DSP 

in the forefoot of stance phase.  The aim of this study was to isolate the effects of sagittal 

alignment on DSP of unilateral transtibial amputees in a clinical setting. 

 

6.1 Summary of Results 

The method was developed to quantify three DSP measures in the rearfoot and forefoot regions, 

for the intact and affected limbs.  Average rearfoot DSP and forefoot DSP values were quantified 

for DSP Time, DSP Magnitude and DSP Progression, but these are highly correlated.  It is 

suggested that DSP Progression best represents a measure that could be implemented into clinical 

practice as it has an intuitive physical representation.  This value quantifies the distance the COP 

has progressed forward while the COP velocity is within the low velocity region of DSP, as 

measured in mm.  Therefore, the value of DSP Progression can be interpreted as the distance 
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along the length of the keel that the prosthesis user progressed at a low velocity.  In addition, DSP 

Progression includes aspects of DSP Magnitude and DSP Time. 

 

Phase 1: Face Validation 

Presence and Magnitude of Rearfoot and Forefoot DSP.  Sagittal dorsiflexion alignment 

changes from pre-alignment to post-alignment increased rearfoot DSP and decreased forefoot 

DSP, reflecting the slower progression through stance, and less forefoot loading.  Opposite effects 

were observed with plantar flexion alignment changes, reflecting quicker progression to late 

stance, and increased forefoot lever loading. 

The application of the method successfully identified DSP in both regions of stance, rearfoot and 

forefoot.  Across the captured data of eight subjects, results revealed that rearfoot DSP was not as 

prominent as forefoot DSP in either alignment condition.  This finding corresponds to clinical 

opinions that DSP in this region is undesirable, as it affects gait efficiency.  In contrast, forefoot 

DSP was quantified across all subjects between each alignment condition, and is determined to be 

a factor of forefoot keel loading during late stance.  Forefoot DSP is understood to be desirable as 

it contributes to forefoot propulsion. 

Symmetry. Sagittal alignment changes from pre-alignment to post-alignment resulted in absolute 

asymmetry between the intact and affect limbs that decreased in the rearfoot.  However, 

significant changes in DSP asymmetry were not detected in the forefoot. 

 

Phase 2: Clinician Alignment Metrics 

In the second phase, the intent was to provide the partnering prosthetist with quantifiable metrics 

that capture their clinical alignment goals.  As data quantified during post-alignment represented 
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optimal alignment and gait, as determined by the clinician, DSP Progression detected during this 

alignment endpoint is suggested to represent clinically acceptable values.  Based on endpoint 

rearfoot DSP, a maximum value of 4mm is suggested, above which clinically significant DSP 

Progression is quantified.  Similarly, metrics were established for clinically significant 

asymmetry in the post-alignment rearfoot DSP Progression between contralateral limbs.  A value 

of 3.5mm was determined, above which clinically significant asymmetry is identified.  It is 

recognized that with the inconsistencies in symmetry outcome measures in the literature, it is 

unknown if the proposed clinical symmetry metric is more sensitive than other measures.  

However, these findings may contribute to the literature in capturing symmetry of stance phase 

progression71.  

Analysis of forefoot DSP Progression showed DSP in the intact limb significantly increased with 

alignment, with an average increase of 4mm.  In the affected limb, DSP variably increased or 

decreased in response to the clinical alignment strategy for the individual subject.  

 

6.2 Effect of Acclimation 

The term acclimation is used to describe the response of the patient when learning to use their 

new device.  In the investigation of gait biomechanics, acclimation is often discussed with respect 

to device intervention30.  

Rearfoot DSP. Quantified rearfoot DSP, greater than 4mm was not observed across all subjects.  

In contrast, Klenow et al., reported the presence of rearfoot DSP across all four subjects studied, 

which included transtibial and transfemoral amputatees and multiple foot designs11.  Although 

these findings differ, it is important to highlight that the current study evaluates the gait of 

transtibial prosthesis users fitted with their prescribed devices, whereas Klenow’s work analyses 

the gait of amputees fitted with various intervention foot designs with minimal acclimation11. 
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In a previous small cohort study by the author, subjects underwent gait analysis across four 

controlled foot conditions.  This study showed that observation of DSP differed across prescribed 

and intervention conditions68.  Rearfoot DSP was consistently observed in the gait of individuals 

fitted with an intervention device, where acclimation may not have been appropriately achieved.  

In contrast, in unilateral transtibial amputees fitted with their prescribed devices, observations of 

rearfoot DSP were less frequent.  These findings may explain the disparity in results between the 

presence of rearfoot DSP in the current study and those presented by Klenow et al.  The work of 

Klenow et al. also included transfemoral prosthesis users, with gait compensation strategies 

which differ from transtibial populations35,64. 

Forefoot DSP.  In this current study, forefoot DSP Progression was observed in both the intact 

and affected limbs across most subjects (1, 2, 4, 6, 7, and 8) in both alignment conditions.  These 

observations conflict with those of De Asha et al.19 and Schmid et al.14, in which “stalling” or a 

“dwell” commonly occurred in the hindfoot and less frequently in the forefoot region12,14,19.  De 

Asha et al. analysed the use of hydraulic ankle devices that are specifically designed to promote 

smooth progression, which may explain these differences19.  Schmid et al. analysed the stance 

phase of transfemoral amputees14.  It is well established that there are biomechanical gait 

differences between transfemoral and transtibial populations, specially increased gait asymmetry 

and gait compensation in transfemoral amputees35,72,73.   As such, the findings of Schmid et al. 

may not be transferrable to the characterization of DSP in transtibial stance.   

 

6.3 Analysis of COP Progression Velocity Waveforms 

Thresholds. One critical factor in the establishment of DSP metrics is the determination of the 

threshold COP progression velocity.  The methodology used in this study determined DSP 

qualifying data using a velocity threshold of 60% of the COP velocity mean.  The methods of 
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Klenow et al. establish this threshold value to capture rearfoot DSP, however, threshold values 

used to quantify forefoot DSP are not investigated in the literature.  In this study, data which fell 

below this threshold and between the two target time frames for rearfoot and forefoot were 

quantified as DSP. 

Although this threshold was developed by Klenow et al. and set to 60% in order to capture 

significant differences in device conditions, the methodology to determine this is unclear11.  It is 

recognized that manipulation of this threshold would influence the magnitude and incidence of 

DSP quantified across subjects.  With little rearfoot DSP observed across subjects in this study, it 

is likely that a higher velocity threshold would quantify more DSP in this region.  However, the 

selected threshold should also correspond to clinical observations.  

The limitations in the use of a constant velocity threshold were noted by Klenow et al.  Although 

the threshold is dependent on the individual stance time of the subject, there is a need to further 

investigate the development of an absolute threshold which integrates patient parameters such as 

velocity, limb length, and body weight11.  With the sensitivity associated with this threshold, 

further investigation of this threshold value is required.   

Target Time-Windows.  Another critical factor in the establishment of DSP metrics is the 

determination of target time-windows to capture rearfoot and forefoot DSP.  The outcomes of 

DSP classification are dependent on these windows.  The rearfoot window of 10-50% stance used 

in this study was based on that established by Klenow et al.  In the classification of forefoot DSP, 

a target time-window was not established in the literature.  The selected forefoot DSP time frame 

was established in this study to be 35-95% stance, corresponding to the work of Cornwall et al. in 

analysing COP progression velocity of able-bodied gait60.  It can be noted that a 15% overlap 

exists between rearfoot and forefoot DSP regions.  Although this is recognized, it was observed in 
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the establishment of forefoot target time-windows that waveforms presenting forefoot DSP 

regions occurring as early as 35% stance did not present DSP regions in the rearfoot.    

In this study, with the analysis of the 150 waveforms processed, only 12 instances occurred in 

which the classification of DSP lay outside the recommended time-windows.  In these cases, low 

velocity, DSP qualifying regions were observed in stance phase which did not follow the 

guidelines of either selected window.  For these cases, justifications were made to classify these 

data as either rearfoot or forefoot DSP,which were applied to all similar waveforms.  As the target 

time frame for rearfoot DSP (10-50%) was based of the methods of Klenow et al., the use of the 

time frames established by Cornwall et al. may provide more accurate classification guidelines by 

including a midfoot region (20-36%) as an addition to rearfoot (0-20%) and forefoot (36-92%) 

regions.  In addition, it is encouraging to note that through the alignment process the prosthetist is 

trying to provide optimal gait which mimics able-bodied stance progression, corresponding to the 

low velocity regions in able-bodied analysis. 

 

6.4 Study Limitations 

 

Walkway Design 

In an effort to increase subject recruitment and collect biomechanical data in a clinical setting, a 

custom portable walkway was constructed and instrumented with portable force plates.  Unlike 

the force plates in a laboratory based system, which have a flooring surface concealing the 

location of the instrumentation, the flooring surface of the walkway did not cover the force plates.  

The addition of a surface material to the surface of the plate would alter the calibration of the 

instrumentation, thus affecting the accuracy of outputted COP values.  However, with the location 

of the force plates visible, subjects were instructed to walk naturally, with trials including altered 
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gait patterns omitted.  It is recognized that this is a clinical challenge of biomechanical integration 

into clinical practice. 

 

Patient Population 

Patient Amputation Etiology and Function 

The recruited sample population of this study included eight subjects with unilateral transtibial 

amputations.  This sample size is small, but reflects those in similar studies due to the narrow 

inclusion criteria of “healthy individuals” who could ambulate independently with well-fitting 

sockets.   

The majority of individuals with lower-limb amputation have etiologies from peripheral vascular 

disease associated with diabetes.  Due to the condition of their health, this patient population 

often ambulates with a walking aid, has fluctuating socket fit due to edema, and present other 

health concerns.  The remaining amputee population includes those with traumatic amputation 

etiologies, in addition to those due to sarcomas, infection, or other vascular diseases.  By 

representing only the minority of the amputee population, limitations in recruitment are evident.   

With these limitations in patient population, the results of this study are not transferable directly 

to all transtibial prosthesis users.  In addition, small sample size also presented limitations in 

determining the effect of device type, limb length and K-level.  Future studies with a more 

homogeneous population may provide more statistically significant findings.   

Gender 

The subject population included seven males and one female.  This may be observed as a 

population bias, however it is representative of the populations included in other studies3,29,50,51,74–

76.  With the recruitment of “healthy” independent ambulators, amputation etiologies included 
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trauma, sarcomas, infection, or other vascular diseases.  Of these, trauma represents the most 

common etiology, reflected in six of the eight recruited subjects.  Traumatic amputations are 

observed to occur more in males than females due to the nature of the amputation, as males tend 

to have more high risk occupations and participate in more high risk activities3.  However, it is 

not known at this time if female unilateral transtibial amputee populations are underserviced in 

Canada or if they are underrepresented in scientific studies. 

Individual Subject Control 

The effect of alignment on DSP was investigated by collecting COP progression velocity data of 

subjects during two alignment conditions.  The quantified DSP changes identify the effect of 

specific alignment changes for the subject, and use each subject as an individual control.  With 

this, limitations exist in the variability of alignment changes observed and the ability to control 

for intersubject variability.  However, this limitation stems from the implementation of data 

collection into clinical practice where alignment changes observed reflected those in response to 

clinical goals for each subject, and may be limited.  
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6.5 Contributions and Conclusions  

 

Development of Method and Clinical Integration 

1. A portable walkway system was designed, fabricated and commissioned.  Integration of the 

portable measurement system successfully collected over-ground gait of eight unilateral 

transtibial amputees in a community clinical setting. 

1.1. Integration of the portable system into a clinical setting added approximately 20-40 

minutes to the subject’s scheduled appointment, which is not acceptable for clinical 

workflow. 

2. A method was implemented by which rearfoot and forefoot DSP were quantified across the 

examined subjects.   

2.1. Rearfoot DSP was quantified between 10-50% stance.  Analysis of quantified rearfoot 

DSP Progression across subjects in both alignment conditions presented limited 

observations of non-zero DSP values.   

2.2. Forefoot DSP was quantified between 35-95% stance.  Forefoot DSP was quantified 

across all subjects between alignment conditions, and is determined to be a factor of 

forefoot keel loading during late stance.  Forefoot DSP is understood to be desirable as it 

contributes to forefoot propulsion. 

2.3. The presence of DSP may be influenced by the effect of acclimation in addition to 

intervention of foot device. 

3. The method quantified three DSP measures in the rearfoot and forefoot regions for each 

subject, for the intact and affected limbs.  Average rearfoot DSP and forefoot DSP values 

were quantified for DSP Time, DSP Magnitude and DSP Progression.  Pearson’s correlations 
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determined that DSP Progression and DSP Magnitude could represent the findings of the 

three metrics.  DSP Progression was determined to be the most appropriate metric for 

implementation into clinical practice. 

 

Effect of Alignment on COP Progression Velocity 

1. Face validation of Phase 1 showed that sagittal alignment was observed to affect COP 

progression velocity.  Clinical alignment goals were captured in both rearfoot and forefoot 

DSP Progression. 

1.1. Dorsiflexion alignment changes resulted in increased rearfoot DSP and decreased 

forefoot DSP, reflecting the slower progression through stance, with less forefoot 

loading. 

1.2. Plantar flexion alignment changes resulted in decreased rearfoot DSP and increased 

forefoot DSP, reflecting quicker progression to late stance, and increased forefoot lever 

loading.   

2. Clinician guidelines for the partnering prosthetist were developed in Phase 2 for translation of 

findings into clinical practice: 

2.1. Rearfoot DSP Progression greater than 4mm is considered to be clinically significant.  

This is undesirable, as the presence of rearfoot DSP is understood to decrease gait 

efficiency and not have any biomechanical advantages to prosthesis users.   

2.2. Forefoot DSP Progression was observed to increase by an average of 4mm in the intact 

limb with alignment.  

2.3. Statistically significant decreases in absolute asymmetry of rearfoot DSP Progression 

were detected after alignment.   
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2.4. Rearfoot DSP Progression asymmetry greater than 3.5mm is considered to be clinically 

significant. 

3. A reporting format was developed as a tool for clinical record keeping related to DSP 

measurements and alignments. 

 

6.6 Recommendations for Future Work 

In order to improve the translation of these findings clinically, it is necessary to consider a 

number of design features, alterations to protocols and future investigations: 

1. To improve the metrics associated with these findings, a number of scientific studies are 

required, these include: 

1.1. The highest priority study is an investigation of the sensitivity of the DSP threshold to 

determine values that best correspond to clinical outcomes and incorporate patient 

specific parameters.   

1.2. Future work should investigate the quantification of DSP Progression according to the 

target time frames outlined by Cornwall et al.60 to determine midfoot DSP in addition to 

rearfoot DSP and forefoot DSP. 

1.3. Further investigation of forefoot DSP is required to determine the relationship between 

quantified DSP and forefoot loading of various keel designs.  As it is understood that 

forefoot DSP contributes to the energy-storage properties of dynamic keel designs, 

future work should investigate the timing of DSP in this region which optimize 

propulsion. 

1.4. As the limb-socket interface of a prosthesis is the only direct sensation the prosthesis 

user has of their interaction with the ground surface during gait, sagittal shank angular 

velocity should be investigated in detecting DSP.  Using the methods of Li et al.77, 
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determination of the point along stance where the shank velocities decrease may present 

mores sensitive thresholds with corresponding quantified DSP values. 

2. Consideration of alternative portable systems to capture COP progression velocity more 

feasibly in a clinical setting should be considered.  Alternative solutions would include: 

2.1. Roll-out pressure mats, which could be easily stored and implemented into a clinical 

workspace. 

2.2. Development of wearable technologies that could quantify COP progression velocity or 

other measures that capture DSP. 

3. Investigation of methods to improve integration into clinical workflow for adoption of 

prosthetists in daily clinical practice. 

3.1. The development of software or applications that would provide real-time feedback of 

quantified rearfoot and forefoot DSP from COP progression velocity could improve 

integration into clinical practice.  With the use of the developed clinical metrics, 

quantified DSP could be presented as a value above or below these metrics to aid in 

clinical alignment intervention.   

3.2. Development of reference COP velocity progression waveforms for target alignment 

scenarios would improve the linkage of alignment interventions with the functionality of 

particular prosthetic foot designs. 

4. Future studies could investigate the relationship of stiffness of the prosthetic keel devices to 

the incidence of DSP.  Mechanical testing of prosthetic keels could quantify stiffness 

transitions from the rearfoot to the forefoot regions of the keel to determine if stiffness 

transition ratios correlate with observed DSP in gait. 
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Appendix A 

Anatomical Terminology 

 

In the description of prosthetic devices in clinical practice, anatomical terminology is used to 

describe the orientation of the device and select components in reference to the position of the 

body.  The following are basic anatomical terminology used to describe direction and orientation 

in reference to the human body in anatomical position.  In the anatomical position, the body is 

standing with arms and palms facing forward.  Movement of joints of the body can be described 

with reference to the three anatomical planes of the body and associated axes, as outlined in 

Figure 26. 

 

 

Figure 26.  Anatomical Planes and Axes 

Depiction of the anatomical planes and axes, modified from Barnard78.  The human body can be 

described in reference to three anatomical planes: frontal, sagittal and transverse.  These planes are 

paired with three anatomical axes, about which movement in these planes occurs.  The anatomical axes 

are: anterioposterior, mediolateral and longitudinal. 
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Additional anatomical terms describe the orientation and direction of the body, as depicted in 

Figure 27.  These terms include: 

 

Ventral (anterior) - toward or at the front of the body; in front of 

Dorsal (posterior) - toward or at the back of the body; behind 

Medial - toward or at the midline of the body; on the inner side of 

Lateral - away from the midline of the body; on the outer side of 

Intermediate - between a more medial and a more lateral structure 

Proximal - closer to the origin of the body part or the point of attachment of a limb to the 

body trunk 

Distal - farther from the origin of a body part or the point of attachment of a limb to the 

body trunk 

 

 

Figure 27. Anatomical Planes and Terminology, modified from Balda79 
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Based on the anatomical planes and axes, additional anatomical terminology describes the 

movement of the joints of the body, as described in Figure 28.  Of focus in this thesis are 

dorsiflexion and plantar flexion of the ankle joint.  

 

Figure 28.  Anatomical terminology describing movement of the joints of the body, modified from 

HSC80. 
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Appendix B 

Walkway and Instrumentation Specifications 

 

Walkway Fabrication Specifications 

 

Figure 29.  Fabrication Specifications of the Two Ramped Portions of the Portable Walkway 

 

 

Figure 30. Fabrication Specifications of the Two Leveled Portions of the Portable Walkway 
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Figure 31. Fabrication Specifications of the Two Force Plate Bay Portions of the Portable 

Walkway 

 

 

 

 

Figure 32. Fabrication Specifications of the Four Force Plate Adjustment Blocks with Cord 

Passage 
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Figure 33. Fabrication Specifications of the Two Force Plate Adjustment Blocks  

 

 

Walkway Assembly Photos 

 

 

Figure 34.  Force Platforms Embedded in Walkway with Six Surrounding Spacer Blocks 
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Figure 35.  Force plates Embedded in Walkway Bays without Blocks Inserted 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 36.  Force Platforms Embedded in Walkway with Cords Exiting 
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Appendix C 

Error Analysis of COP Progression Velocity 

 

COP Position Error 

Direct calibration of COP values in the force plate system was completed in four steps outlined in 

Figure 37.  A copy of the methodology used to complete this calibration is archived electronically 

(https://www.dropbox.com/sh/fes65tbvhjstptz/AACl1yPq0vRIj54D8bIXJ MvMa?dl=0).   

 

1) Force plate COP positional data and optical reference measurements were collected in 

the respective x and y coordinate systems.   

2) COP offsets were determined to be the difference between the recorded force plate 

measurements and the reference measurements. 

3) Corrected COP values were quantified as the force plate measurements with the applied 

COP offset values. 

4) The biases between averaged corrected COP values were calculated to be -4.05x10-15 ± 

1.8mm in the x-coordinates and -5.08x10-15 ± 1.2 mm in the y-coordinates and the upper 

and lower limits of agreement were calculated using corrections described by Bland et 

al.81 (Table 5).   

 

 

Table 5. Calculated Bland-Altman Statistics 

 

 

 

 COPx COPy 

�̅� (mm) -4.05 x10-15 -5.08 x10-15 

𝝈 (mm2) 1.78 1.20 

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/fes65tbvhjstptz/AACl1yPq0vRIj54D8bIXJ%20MvMa?dl=0
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Figure 37. Flow Chart for Direct Calibration of COP Location 

Outline of the direct calibration procedures. (1) Force plate measurements and reference measurements 

were collected and used to calculate COP offset values (2).  (3) Corrected COP values were determined 

based on calculated offset values.  (4) Bland-Altman statistics were applied to quantify error. 

 

Part B 

A Monte Carlo Simulation of COPy coordinates was completed to determine the error in the 

force plates systems.  The steps involved in this simulation are outline in Figure 38: 

1) A constant velocity of 50 mm/s was selected from preliminary data analysis. 

2) COPy data were generated from the selected constant velocity. 

3) Scaled error values were generated based on a point uncertainty of 1.2mm determined 

from direct calibration. 

4) Scaled error values were applied to simulated COPy data points. 

5) COPy data points were filtered with a 15Hz low-pass four-order Butterworth filter.   

6) Filtered data were differentiated to determine COPy velocity. 

7) Descriptive statistics were determined: 

a. Mean= 49.9 mm/s 

b. Error= 12.8 mm/s 
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Figure 38. Flow Chart for Monte Carlo Simulation of the COP Progression Velocity Error 

Simulated error data points were generated from simulated COPy coordinates at a selected constant 

velocity and the error generated from the direct calibration.  Data were filtered and differentiated to 

determine COPy velocity to provide the error for these velocity data. 
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Appendix D 

Research Ethics Board Approval 
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Appendix E 

Summary of Processed Trials 

 

Raw data across all subjects and conditions are archived in an electronic format and can be 

accessed at: https://www.dropbox.com/sh/fes65tbvhjstptz/AACl1yPq0vRIj54D8bIXJMvMa?dl=0 

 

Table 6. Number of Trials Processed for Each Subject 

 

Subject 

Pre-Alignment Post-Alignment 

Intact Limb Affected Limb Intact Limb Affected Limb 

1 3 3 2 3 

2 4 4 5 6 

3 5 5 5 5 

4 6 6 6 6 

5 5 5 5 5 

6 5 5 6 6 

7 4 5 4 5 

8 4 4 4 4 
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Appendix F 

DSP Magnitude Results 

 

Symmetry of Intact and Affected Limbs 

 

 

Figure 39. DSP Magnitude Asymmetry Between Alignment Conditions  

Absolute difference between intact and affected limbs in the rearfoot region are shown on the left.  

Difference in the pre-alignment condition (dark red) and post-alignment condition (light red) are plotted, 

with error bars identifying the standard error of the mean.  Within the rearfoot region, post-alignment 

shows smaller absolute difference values than pre-alignment.  Similarly, absolute differences between 

limbs in the forefoot region are shown on the right.  No significant difference was displayed between 

alignment conditions in the forefoot region.   
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Sagittal Alignment Changes 

 

 

Figure 40. Comparison of Alignment Conditions in Rearfoot DSP Magnitude of the Affected Limb 

DSP Magnitude in the rearfoot region are plotted for each subject.  Quantified DSP Magnitude in pre-

alignment (dark orange) and post-alignment conditions (light orange) are plotted, with error bars 

identifying the standard error of the mean.  Subjects 1, 2, 4, and 6-8 do not display significant DSP in the 

rearfoot region.  Subjects 3 and 5 display DSP in the rearfoot region, with significant changes from pre-

alignment to post-alignment. 

* Statistically significant difference (p<0.05) 

D-Subjects with dorsiflexion alignment changes 

P-Subjects with plantar flexion alignment changes 
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Figure 41. Comparison of Alignment Conditions in Forefoot DSP Magnitude of the Affected Limb 

DSP Magnitude in the forefoot region are plotted for each subject.  Quantified DSP Magnitude in pre-

alignment (dark orange) and post-alignment conditions (light orange) are plotted, with error bars 

identifying the standard error of the mean.  Subjects 5 does not display DSP in the forefoot region.  The 

remaining subjects display DSP in the forefoot region, with significant differences from pre-alignment to 

post-alignment quantified in Subject 1.   

* Statistically significant difference (p<0.05) 

D-Subjects with dorsiflexion alignment changes 

P-Subjects with plantar flexion alignment changes 
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Appendix G 

Clinical Reporting Tool 

 

A clinical reporting tool was developed to aid in the clinical translation of the developed metrics.  

The reporting document is broken down into four main sections.  The first section includes 

reporting of the quantified DSP in the rearfoot and forefoot regions.  DSP values are reported in 

pre-alignment and post-alignment, with the resultant change and asymmetry reported.  The 

second section highlights the adjustments made by the prosthetist with alignment intervention.  

The third section includes comments based on the recorded quantitative values in rearfoot and 

forefoot regions in Section 1.  The fourth section includes summary comments completed by the 

prosthetists and researcher.  These comments utilize subject specific characteristics and gait 

observations to interpret the values in the first section.  

 

The following describe the clinical report, as outlined below: 

(1)  Rearfoot DSP Progression values which are clinically significant (>4mm), or have clinically 

significant asymmetry (>3.5mm) are entered in the respective category. 

 

(2) Rearfoot DSP Progression values which are not clinically significant are entered as <4mm, or 

<3.5mm in reference to asymmetry. 

 

(3) Observed changes which result in an increase or decrease change are denoted as “↑” or “↓”, 

respectively. 

 

(4) No observed changes are denoted as “―”. 

 

(5) Forefoot DSP Progression values are entered, with changes and asymmetries quantified. 

 

(6) Comments are entered based on quantitative findings, including: clinical significance, changes 

in DSP, and DSP asymmetry. 

 

(7) Summary comments are completed by the clinician and researcher where appropriate.  These 

comments include qualitative and observational findings to aid in the interpretation of the 

quantitative results. 
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Intact Affected Asymmetry Intact Affected Asymmetry

Pre-alignment 9.8 <4 9.7 4.0 5.2 1.2

Post-alignment <4 <4 <3.5 8.1 7.0 1.1

Change ↓ ― ↓ 4.1 1.8 0.1

Adjustments

Comments

Summary

Clinician Comments

The first approach in alignment were adjustments in the frontal plane to 

address socket comfort.  The second and third changes addressed alignment 

changes in the foot.  The combined alignment changes worked to control DSP.  

The second alignment change in the transverse plane adducted the foot to 

adjust the trajectory of the COP to optimize forefoot loading.  Even though 

sagittal alignment changes included dorsiflexion of the foot, increased 

forefoot DSP was observed, which is counterintuitive, where decreased 

forefoot DSP is expected.  However, because the combined alignment changes 

included adjustment of the foot in the transverse plane, the more optimal foot 

alignment in this plane allowed for increased loading.  

Researcher Comments

This case demonstrates that although satisfaction of the clinical metrics was 

observed with alignment, the clincial goals of alignment were not captured.  

Although metrics were satisfied with alignment intervention, expected 

outcomes of dorsiflexion alignment changes would include increased rearfoot 

DSP and decreased forefoot DSP, where the opposite outcome was observed.  

This demonstrates the influence of alignment changes in all planes on the 

presence of DSP.

DSP Progression

(mm)

Rearfoot Forefoot

From bench alignment:

1. ½ Turn increase socket varus.   

2. Foot adduction 

3. ½ Turn dorsiflexion

1. Pre: Intact DSP can be interpreted as 

pausing in COP progression for 

stabilization.     

2.  Post: No significant DSP, indicating 

acceptable progression and symmetry 

with intervention.                                                         

1. Post: Forefoot DSP of the intact limb 

increased with intervention, 

corresponding to the expected 4mm 

increase.

2. Forefoot DSP of the affected limb 

increased with intervention.  

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(6) 

(7) 

(5) 


